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PREPACE.

I

EATE

been asked to say a fe-tv vords by may of

preface to the following Essay; and perhaps my
commendatory notice may carry more weight to some
readem, because I frankly own a t the out,set what
graTe difficulties seem t o me to beset the question.
I several times examined the subject when I mas in
India, and I well remember how hard I found it to
come t o a practical decision, when I took into account
the pressing difficulty of Indian finance. Still it is
not merely a question of politics or revenue,-it
imol-t-es a grave question of national morality. Few
people, I think, can fairly look into the evidence as
given in this and similar works, without coming t o
the conclusion that England has committed a grievous
w o n g in forcing the Opium trade on China. I hope
that such Essays as this by Mr. Mode will help t o
awaken the national conscience on the subject ; and
Then once men’s minds are fairly aroused, it mill
be easier to devise ways of meeting the revenue

vi

YRE FACE.

difficulty. A duty does not cease to be a duty, because it is difficult; and I cannot believe that
England, if once convinced of the enormous evils
tphich the Opium trade involves, will be content to

fold Eer hands as if powerless t o stay the mischief,
and mill not rather resolve, even at some cost and
loss to herself, t o get rid of the disgrace which has
been brought on the national honour.
CAXBRIDGH,Jan. 5, 1877.

E.B. COWELL.
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THE OPIUM QUESTION.
CHAPTER I.
HISTORY OF BRITISH OPIUX POLICY.

THE History of the

Opium Trade may be thus
summarized. For 27 years it v a s carried on
Tvithout much notice, and the drug was introduced professedly as medicine. For GO years it
mas a contraband trade, and carried on in spite of
edicts, entreaties, and force on Dhe part of the
Chinese. For 1 6 years it has been placed on a
footing with other branches of commerce.
The British trade in opium must be supposed
t o date from the year 1773, when the British East
India Company made a small adventwe of opium
from Bengal t o China. Before that period the
trade, such as it was (rarely exceeding 200 chests
up t o the yeas 1769, and continuing at t,he
maximum of 1000 chests for many years subsequently), was in the hands of the Portuguese.
Opium was not unknomn t o the Chinese before opium introduced
the introduction of the foreign drug. The natires from Asof Assam, where it has long been used, are supposed by some t o have made it k n o m originally
B
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t o the Chinese.’ The Pen I ’ s y c u , or Chinese Herbal,
published more than t v o centuries ago, mentions
it, ho-rerer, in such a way as t o lead one t o look
upon the poppy as indigenous. Opium was at
that time sold regularly as a drug, and used as an
astringent and sedative in dysentery, diarrhea,
rheumatism, catarrh, and other diseases, but
generally in combination vith other drugs. I t s
different names, 0-fu-yung, 0-p’ien, imitations
apparently of the Arabian Afioum, and Persian
Orfrom
dfioun, seem t,o suggest Arabia or Persia as the
Arabia and
Persia.
origiml importers. At present it is more usually
called Ya-p’ien (an-imitation of opium), or Yang-yen
(foreign smoke). Opium v a s a recognized product
of Yuug-chang, in the West of Yunnan, in 1736.
In Se-ch’nen the story is that the poppy, now extensively cultivated there and beginniug t o oust
the foreign drug, v a s introduced from India and
Thibet 100 years ago.2
Long
The sale of the Indian drug by may of Canton
known as a
medicine ; did not therefore introduce an hitherto unknown
not as a
luxury.
drug, but prompted its use for other than medicinal
purposes. The writings of t,he Roman Catholic
Missionaries from 1550 down to the eighteenth
century, contain no allusion to the use of opium
as a stim~ilant.~
17i3-li93. Seven yeam after the first adventure in 1773,
(Possibly

indigenous.)

See Williams’ LLMiddleKingdom,” ii. 382.
Dr. Porter Smith’s ‘‘ Chinese Nateris Medica and Natural
History,” pp. 162, 153.
* Williams’ ‘‘ Middle Kingdom,” ii. 385.
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the East India Company established a depdt of
two small vessels in Lark's Bay, south of Macao ;
the price mas then $550 a chest. In 1781 the
cargo v a s sold at a h e a v loss, and reshipped by
the Chinese purchaser to the Archipelago. In
1791 it was imported as ('medicine," at a duty
of $7 a e&., and sold a t $370 a chest. In 1793,
the Chinese having complained of the receiving
ships at Lark's Bay, and the Portuguese h a ~ g
declined t o undertake the responsibility of their
protection, the station v a s removed t o Fhampoa,
and for twenty-six years this positian vas maintained. Meanwhile the importation of opium had Theimportation
been prohibited (1799), and the punishment for ofopinm
prohibited
smoking it a t ftrst was made transportation, and i m .
then increased to strangling. In 1800 heavy
penalties mere denounced as the result of an
infraction of the decree declaring opium contraband. In consequence of this the supercargo of
the East India Company recommended the Court
of Directors t o endeavour to prerent the shipment of the art'icle for China, either in England
or Bengal, and the result was that -while the Gromthof
POPPY
growth of opium mas not interfered mith, its con- the
coutinued.
Shipment
veyance in the Company's ships mas temporarily inE.I.C.'s
interdicted. In 1809 a bond mas required from
for
the Hong merchants on the arrival of a ship at a time*
mhampoa, declaring that she had no opium on
board; and it was announced that in case of Edict
apiust
disobedience the vessel mould be expelled the oplurn.
port without discharging cargo, and the security
E 2
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merchants brought t o trial. This edict mas fi-e1821.
quently repeated. I n 1821the Governor of Canton
Measures took vigorous measures, with a view t o the sup3 r d procla.
mationof pression of the trafic.
The drug had been conGovernor
of Canton. tiuuously introduced by the bribed connivance of
the local Chinese officials; but in this year the
senior Hong merchant was disgraced, and papers
were issued throwing the whole odium of the
trade on the Portuguese, English, and Americans ;
the Americans might be excusable ‘(having no
king t o rule over them,” but all were exhorted to
abandon so pernicious a practice. “ The gods,”
said the Governor, “will carry fair dealers in
safety across the ocean, but over contraband
smugglers the terrors of the royal law on earth
and the wrath of the infernal gods are suspended.”
The ships thereupon moved t o Lin-tin, and spread
the drug thence up the coast, even t o T’ien-tsin
Connivance and Manchuria. The habitual connivance of local
of h a 1
oficers led to the assumption that the edicts from
officers.
Peking meant nothing, and the trade was eagerly
engaged in. This state of things lasted from the
1821-1834.year 1821 till the expiry of the East India Company’s Charter in 1834. The contraband trade
in opium off the Bogue assumed a regular character, and many fast sailing ships passed northwards, selling their cargoes with varying success.
Exclusive
It must not he forgotten that a knowledge of
policy of
Chinese
the exclusive policy of the Chinese exercised
cast doubts
on their
towards merchants, at least since the opening of
honesty of
purpose in thegeighteenth century, may have contributed also

$
;
:
;
:
:
E

t o the impression that some sinister motire, and
not the honest hatred of a pernicious drug, lay at tmde.
the root of this prescriptiTe policy. Our subject
vi11 allov, horrever, of no more than a passing
glance at this strange picture. On the one sidewe
seethis great and long-secluded nation opening, and
but ajar, one of its southern gates f o r commerce
Tnth the “ far-trarelled strangers ;” treating those
adrenturers Kith haughty superciliousness, addressing them as vassals and barbarians, and
restricting jealously their liberty. On the other
side, these merchants from the civilized and
stirring West are seen knocking at the door,
and persisting in their efforts t o gain an entrance,
still using as their battering-ram a contraband
trade, and inserting into every crerice or larger
breach in the walls a drug, the use of which the
Chinese denounce as pernicious and immoral.
The events of the year 1834 must be Tery briefly 1534,Jdord
summarized. Lord Napier’s chivalrous attempt to Snpier’s
Mission.
carry into effect the change of English policy
to-rards China-that policy formed all too hastily
and in real ignorance of the state of things under
the East India Company’s riyllime at Canton; the
insolent advantage taken of this mistake by the
Chinese Governor; his refusal t o receive aught
but a petition from Lord Napier; the stoppage
for a time of all trade ; Lord Napier’s retirement
t o Macao pending a reference to England for
instructions ; and his
there from over IIis death.
fatigue and chagrin-these are events well known
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t o the student of recent history, and these events
view ofthe constituted, in the opinion of the American €’rewar.
n e o p i n m sident Adams, the true cause, and a $st cause,
war, a just
for the war of 1842-3, generally known 8 s the
Opium War, and which resulted in the peace of
Nanking. China would not bend. England was
her tributary, and China must break then before
the pomer of her despised vassal.
Meanvhile the coast trade in opium went on.
It mas the only import which mould sell, and
patriotic Chinamen dreaded and opposed the
opening of the country to trade, chiefly lest this
drug should be increasingly used.
In the season of 1835-36 the Chief Superintendent of British trade remained at Lintin, on
board a small cutter anchored amidst the opium
ships, and he recommended the British Government t o purchase a small vessel f o r the permanent
accommodation of the Commissioner, tlius beyond
Smugthe reach of the Chinese. He reports that “the
ghg.
smuggling affrays on the north-east coast are not
m o r e serious nor more frequent than in the Canton
province. Whenever Her Majesty’s Government
directs us to prevent British vessels from engaging
in the traffic, me can enforce an order t o that
effect; but a more certain method mould be t o
prohibit the growth of the poppy and the manuByitish
facture of opium in British India.”4 The British
Qovernment
Government did not adopt this suggestion. On
supine.
1837,~apt. April 25th, 1837, Captain Eliot, the new SuperPresident
AhS’

Eliot.

’ Williams’ (‘Middle Kingdom,” ii. 489-491.
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intendent of Trade, an honourable man, t o r h o m
the continuance of the contraband trade r a s an
abomination, returned to Canton on the same
footiiig as that held by the officers of the East
India Company, communicating r i t h the Chinese
authorities only by petition and through the Hong
merchants.
The empire was nov agitated by the opizim The
controveropium
question. Heu Nai-tsai, President of the Sacrificial syin~hina.
Court, and formerly Salt Commissioner and Judge
.at @anton, memorialized the Emperor in favour
Qf the legalization of the opium trade, urging in
support of his views -first, that the drain of silver
Tplll be stopped; secondly, that' the revenue Till
be enriched; and thirdly, that the consumption of
the drug - d l be regulated. To him replied in
counter memorial Chu Tsun, a Cabinet Minister,
and Hu Kiu, a sub-censor, enumerating in their
papers the dire evils introduced into the empire
by the drug, and urging the instant and stringent
execution of often fulminated and long-despised
restrictive edicts. The Emperor, Tao Kxang, took Opiumcondemned by
the sense of the empire on this momentous p e s - china.
tion through lris high officids. The great majority voted against legalization and for annihilation
of the trade ; and the notorious and ill-fated Lin, Commissioner Lin
despatched by his sovereign v5th tears shed over arrives at
Canton,
his imperilled people, t o See, inqUhe, and act, &larch,
1839.
reached Canton on March loth, 1839.
China mill make one desperate effort t o eject
$he poison. Lin demanded the surrender of all
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the opium on board the ships at Lintin. He acted
vith vigour and reality of purpose, but mingled
vith his sincere zeal, inexcusable insolence and
injustice. I n strict conformity with the edict first
Li’s
vigour and
violence. issued in 1839, and afterrnards repeated (to mhich
I have already-drawn attention), all that Lin could
in justice demand v a s the expulsion of the opium
ships fiom Chinese waters. But he was armed
vith plenipotentiary powers, and he carried matters
with a high hand. He impounded all the foreigners
for several days in the factories, and kept them
there till 20,283 chests of opium, valued at eleven
million dollars, had been, by Captain Eliot’s order,
Opiumsur- surrendered t o him t o be handed over t o the Comrendered.
missioner; and a bond moreover mas signed by
Bond
signed.
almost all the foreign merchants “ n o t to deal in
opium, nor attempt t o introduce it into the Chinese
Empire.” This vast quantity of property was
faithfully destroyed by the Emperor’s express
order. Not content with this great achievement,
Lin proceeded to further acts of violence. He
took vengeance on innocent British subjects a t
Macao, because of the inability t o discover the
British sailor guilty of manslaughter at HongBritish
kong; he declared all trade with the British
trade
stopped.
nation at an end (Dec. Gth, 1839), and he succeeded in making any other arbitration but that of
the sword out of the question.
Capt. Eliot
Captain Eliot, when requiring the surrender of
gnarmtees
compensa- the opium from British subjects, guaranteed that
tion t o
opinnl
the British Government would make good the loss.
holders.

Kow Lord Palmerston, in 1837, had rritten orders
t’o the effect that ‘‘ any loss which British subjects
may suffer in consequence of the more effectual
execution of the Chinese l a m on this subject of
opium, must be borne by the parties who hare
brought that loss upon themseh-es.” Yet the gua- Gunrantee
liononred
rantee r a s got repudiated, and b7 the 4th Article i ) British
~
Governof the Treaty of Nanking, rhich closed the Tar ment.
immediately following on these events, six million
dollars were demanded as Compensation for the
opium surrendered, “ as ransom for British
subjects imprisoned in the factories at Canton.”
By Article 43 of that Treaty it is enacted that,
‘ E If any smuggle goods, the goocls will be liable
to confiscation.” It is not fair t o judge by an
ea: post fucto law, but these tmo articles are scarcely
consistent. The opium v a s demanded as contraband; as such, the Treaty of Nanking says it was
liable t o confiscation, and yet for that confiscation an indemnity is demanded. Is it thus, and Tacit admission of
and thus alone, that Great Britain can confess her fit:.tuitby
Great Brifaults 3 She grasps s k million dollars in one hand tain.
(but a portion of which, by the bye, ever reached
the original owners of the opium), and with the
other she indites a n h t i c l e declaring that in that
matter of opium she was verily pi1ty.j
muse
Sir Henry Pottinger, after the signing of the The
of the war

of 1842-3,

But see letter to the Editor of the Bengal Hurkaru,” Opium*
maintaining that a principal (the British Government) is absolutely bound by a fully authorized agent’s (Captain Eliot)
engagements.--“ Chinese Report,” viii. pp. 113-120.
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Treaty of Nanking, ‘‘offered a f e v remarks to the
Chinese Commissioners on the great cazise that
pi*Odztced the disturbances which Zed, to the wcw,
qznmely, the trade i7c opium.”
Opiumsti1
The trade was not legalized by that treaty,
contraband.
though Sir H. Pottinger had express instructions
fimom his Government t o accomplish tbis end if
possible. The Chinese Commissioners politely,
but positively, declined all suggestions t o that
effect, and Keying asked eagerly, Why the British
Government would not unite with the Chinese in
annihilating the trade ?
England
Sir Henry Pottiiiger had received authority t o
offers a
proclaua- exclude opium from Hongkong and its waters,
tion, but
millnoten-and he was milling t o issue a proclamation in the
force it.
Queen’s name calling on all opium ships t o leave
the harbours and inner waters of China on pain of
seizure or confiscation, provided that the Chiizese
~ U W B zuilli./zg to eizfome this penalty zoithout the
China
nssistcmce of the British Government. This, as vas
dares not
enforce it. well known, the Chinese Government was impotent t o effect, and from the sharp lessons of the
antecedents and consequents of the war, they prudently declined the responsibility.
The British authorities, therefore, merely expressed their determination to prevent the contra‘band trade from being mixed with the legal, and
no definite orders against smuggling mere issued.
Meanwhile the Consuls at the now opened ports,
in their trade returns forwarded to the Governor
Trent7 of
Saiikiug.

Williams’

Middle Kingdom,” ii. 569.
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of Honkong for transmission to the Home Government, gave statistics of the opium trade, as
well as of that in tea and silk. Speedily the traffic Opium
surpassed all previous limits, and British ships ~ ~ 0 “ n d : i s h ~ .
heavily armed, as Tell as Danish and SFedish,
laden mith opium, lay at Whampoa amongst the
regular traders. The drain of silver from th3
Empire became increasingly large, and lawful
trade was injured and embarrassed.
From the signing of the Treaty of n’anlring, 18&-1856.
Sug. 29th, 1842, till the seizure of the lorcha the
Seizure of
Ar“ Arrow,” on Oct. Sth, 1856, a period of fourteen r
ow:’
years, the opium trade rapidly grev, but vas still
contraband. The illegal seizure of the “Bl’roF ”
seems t o have been prompted by irritation, on
account of continuous and daring smuggling. The
attempt to compel Yeh t o apologize by force of Yeh.
Governor
arms followed. On the arrival of the expedition lvar.
diverted by Lord Elgin for the defence of Calcutta
during the Indian Mutiny, Canton was stormed. Canton
stormed.
The expedition then moved northrards, and a&er
the failure of negotiations, communicated t o Peking
from Soochom, the forts on the Peiho vere taken,
andT’ien-tsin occupied. Eeying committed suicide
by Imperial order. After much duplicity and delay, Treaty of
T’ien-tsin,
the Treaty of T’ien-tsin r a s signed by Lord Elgin, June 26,
1858.
June 26th, 1858. In the following year, his brot,her,
the Honourable Mr., afterwards 811.Frederick,
Bruce, started for Peking t o exchange the ratifications of the Treaty, according to Art. lvi., within
a year from the date of its signature. The Taku
$; %
::
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forts stubbornly resisted his passage, and the
fleet r a s driven back. A new expedition was
March on sent out from England; the allied French and
Peking.
Convention English forces marched triumphantly t o Peking ;
of Peking,
Oet.21;,
and the ratifications of the Treaty of T’ien-tsin,
1860.
together vith the Convention of Peking, mere
exchanged and signed in Peking, Oct. 24th, 1860.
Opiirin no
By Art. xxvi. and xxviii. of the Treaty it was
loiiger contriLbnud. agreed that a new tariff should be arranged by
officials of the contracting Powers ; and the Treaty
thus signed at Pekiog included a tariff and
accompanying rules, in which it mas at last conceded, in compliance with the combined pressure
of England, France, America, and Russia, and extorted probably through the v e a h e s s and poverty
of the Goveimment of the Emperor, Hien-fung,
that G c Opium will henceforth pay thirty taels per
pecul import duty. The importer will sell it only
at the port. It e l l be carried into the interior by
Chinese only, and, as Chinese property, no foreign
trader may accompany it. The provisions of Art.
is. of the Treaty of T’ien-tsin, by which British
subjects are authorized to proceed into the interior
vith passes t o trade, will not extend to it; nor
Tnll those of h t . xxviii., by which the transit dues
are regulated. The transit dues on opium will be
arranged as the Chinese Government see fit; nor
in future revisions of the tariff will the same rule of
revision be applied to opium as to other goods.”

’

Rule 5.-cG Concerning articles of commerce heretofore
contraband.”--“ Tariff Rules,” Treaty of T’ien-tsin.
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The trade v a s legalized bylocal mandarins under
the specious title of cc foreign medicine ” so early as
June, le57 ; but these tariff rules formed the first
official recognition of the drug in its true character.
This closes our review of the history of British
Opium Policy. The trade is legalized. Though
guarded and restricted as to internal transit, it is
no longer contraband.
Sixteen years have passed ; a time long enough
t o test the effects of this policy on India and China.
But in this investigation we cannot confine our
attention to the period subsequent to 1860 alone ;
for the legal trade is the offspring, be it legitimate
or illegitimate, of the illegal.
The last clause of the tariff rule vould seem t o
exclude the possibility of the Chinese entertaining
any future propositions as to the trade ; and its
legalization is considered by some final.
But the tariff rule probably excludes relaxation
alone, and not a restrictive policy; and England
surely is free to reconsider dispassionately the
whole question. As a matter of fact it should be
remembered that in the Commercial Convention Commer.
cia1 Conarranged with the Chinese by Sir Rutherford vention of
Alcock in 1869 (a Convention eventually rejected
by Her Majesty’s Government), it was proposed
t o raise the import duty on opium from thirty t o
fifty taels a chest.
I have thought it well t o give thus in detail the
different events connected with British Opium
Policy, in order that the conclusions which I dram
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from that history, involving grave charges against
a great Christian Pover, may not appear without
Let, then, the following
Sitinmary. proofs and Tvarrants.
points be borne in mind :(a) British India v a s the field from which the
a. Opium
grown in
opium
trade drew almost all its supplies ; and in
British
India.
British India, under the Company and under the
Cro-irn,s continuous and unabated efforts have
been made to suit the Chinese market, whether
the trade were contraband or legal. “ When the
question of a new charter for the East India
Company was discussed in 1832, Parliament
decided that opium (though known t o be contraband by the lams of China), should be grown
exclusively by the Government of India, expressly
for shipment t o Canton.” ’
8. Smug(p) Non-interference with smuggling vas, as a
gling unchecked by rule, the policy of the British Government (see a
British
Governletter dated Canton, Nov. 16th, 1633, and signed,
ment.
W. H. C. Plowden, J. F.Davis, and J. N. Daniell).
r.~is
( y ) This policy was maintained after the expiry
policy continuedafter of the East India Company’s Charter, when the
1834.
monopoly of the Company in the trade with China
ceased; and no instructions were given by the
Home Government t o the Superintendent of Trade
as to the expulsion or suppression of smugglers;
as Lord Melbourne expressed i t in 1840, ‘5from
In 1858 the East India, Company’s last Charter of 1853,
which would not otherwise have expired till 1573, was ceded
to the Crown; and Her Majesty Queen Victoria became
Empress of India.
’ “Friend of India,” July 9th, 1840.

the uncertainty of Government as to the Rillingness of the Chiuese to legalize the tracie.”
(6) The instructions as t o smuggling, gken in 6. Instructions ns t o
accordance with the d-riiith Article of the Treaty smoggiing
a dead
of Nanking, as Tell as Sir H. Pottinger’s Pro-letter.
clamation on the subject, dated Hongkong, August
lst, 1843, Fere allo-ived t o become a dead letter.
Captaia Hope, of H.X.S. “ Thalia,” vho stopped Capt. Hope
of H.Y.S.
opium ships fi-om proceeding north of Shanghai rnalia.”
in violation of Sir Henry Pottinger’s order, Thich
prohibited their going beyond 32” 5.latitude, v-as
recalled from his station, and ordered t o India,
mhere he could not interfere in such a manner
An
with the undertakings of British subjects.”
Order in Council, dated Feb. ‘34th, 1843, inflicted a
penalty of a fine not exceeding S100, or imprisonment for a period not exceeding three months, 3n
all British subjects vho should proceed t o other
than the five open ports for trade and commerce ;
but no fine or penalty vas threatened against
those vho, in armecl ships and under. the British
flag, carried on the contraband trade in opium.
(E) England bore the bruct of the war of 1558- Endaild
bore the
60, one of the resdtS of TrShiCh x a s the legalization bmnt
of
the ‘cArrow war.
of the Opium Trade.
In the eyes of the Chinese, therefore, without The
expression
exception, and in the judgment of sober inquiry c‘opium
Bstish
generally, Opium Policy must be regarded as the policg vindicated.”
policy of the British Governmeni.
6~

E.

”

1 L o ~ c Palmerston’s
l
despatch t o Capt. Eliot, quoted in Ril1iQms’ (‘Xiddle Kingdom,’’ ii. 582.

CHAPTER 11.
THE BXSULTS OF BRITISH OPIUM POLICY TO INDIA.
rielllzrks
ljv Lord

cc

WE possess immense territories,” remarked

Lord Melbourne in the China debate of May 12,
1840, peculiarly fitted for raising opium; and
thouyh I could wish that the Goverrment zuem not so
directly concermed i n the trqfic, I am not prepared
to pledge myself to relinquish it.”
The Duke of Wellington followed, and observed
tile D ~ ~ I C C
of Wellingthat “his impression, formed after sitting as a
ton,nnd
member of the House of Lords’ Committee on
British Trade generally, mas, that it mas a great
object that this zewy trade in opium shodd be cont i m e d , aftel. the mongpoly of tJbe East India Company
had Beem done away t~.‘ith.’’
LordElleuLord Ellenborough insisted upon the extreme
borou-h on
tlieo&m inexpediency, as well as the inefficiency of any
Tr;ide,
nraylz, attempts to prevent the growth of opium in our
1840.
Indian possessions. The sum at present received
asrevenue from that source amounted, he remarked,
t o upwards of a million and a half sterling, which
was in effect a taa O”IZforeipeers; and if that were
lost, the deficiency would require t o be suppliecl
by a tax on our own subjects ; mhile all efforts to
~e~l~oornc,

suppress the ti*& from othcr pwts odd be
entirelr fruitiess."
These utterances of statesmen a gfenwation a p
may Fell introduce the subject of rlie opium trade
as it affects Indicr.
And first of aU obserre, tliat it has been a - 4 1 ~
f!ici-nf;c-e experiment.
The million and a h a.~ .=I-tF
)21;sf.
r
of Lord Ellenborough has grown iuto an awsage
re-renue of seren mi1l;oil.s sSerZh3, or iuilrer irtore A arrcrnth
c
iltaii n serenth oJ^ the .~cI~ole
1iirZ;al~~
rl'c~'~'ltiw.The I
gross rerenue from Behar and Benares ~ ~ ~ Q P
a g e n c p t the close of1871 amounted to SZ,W,SEB;
and the nett re-renue from the tax on the Xalrra
or Bombay crop is from 28 to 24 millions sxerling.2
Ir:serred for manF Fears to turn the balance of
trade x-holly against the Chinese. I n 1833 the
items stood thus(.

Cft:

*
"
J'

Value of Opium imported IO Canton, in D O ? ~ I T13,344,030
S
Ra-ir Cotton from BengaI, X i d n s , and Bombay 6,563,124
Gold and Silver .
751,435
British Manufactures and Indian Produce, with
that ofthe Straits Settlements (British manufactures only 2,493,630) .
. 3,899,873

. .

. .

. .

Exports-Tea

and Silk

.

.

*

.

Balance against the Chinese

324,553,462
. 22,004,7c2

.

f2,553,760
_
_
_
I
_
_

In 1854 the balance against Chine stood a t
$7,900,000 ;and, as this balance must be liquidated
in specie, its existence formed one of the leading

*

Report of the Debate in the "Chinese Reposito~,"

ix. 252, 263.
(6

Times'" Coirespondent, dated Calcutta, XOV.14,1873C

~

~

~

-
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British
Imports.

Nosteady
increase.

complaints of Chinese statesmen. A reaction subsequently took place ; and in the first three months
of the year 1857 no less a sum than $7,639,000
formed the balance of trade against England,3 thafi’
quantity of silver having been imported into China
from England. 9 counter reaction has since then
set in. From 1865 to 1811 inclusive, the value
of the import trade between China and foreign
countries exceeded that of the exports. But in
1872 the imports again sank from 78 to 74 millions;
and the exports rose from 74 t o 83 rnilliom of
taels value; thus leaving a balance in favour of
China of 9 million t a e l ~ . ~There seems t o be a
tendency to decline in the imyort trade from Great
Britain, though with considerable fluctuations.
The net imports of the first three quarters of 1873
from all countries show an increase of 9000 taels
as compared mith the same three quarters of 1872 ;
but the following items of the British trade with
Canton and Shanghai respectively will show that
the domward tendency remains the same.
Take the item of grey shii*tings. In Canton
the imports were as follows :April t o June.

In Shanghai :-

.

1871.
Pieces.

24,715

. 1,590,264
. . 1,614,979

January to March
Total

Cooke’s “ China,” p, 165,

1872.
Pieces.

18’73.
Pieces.

8,843

16,899

1,178,728

774,390

1,187,571

791,28g5

I
_

’ Returns of Trade at the Treaty Ports in ClIina,” 1872-73.
’ Cooke’s China,” p. 167.
“

“
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From Chinkiang, under date Jan. 26th, 1874, the
following trade report reaches us :--Gj.ey shi~tiizgs,
a falling off of 50,000 pieces, or 26 per cent. ; 2’.
cloths, a falling off of 30,000 pieces, 01- 50 per cent;
sugar, the same ; metals, a loss ; zcoollem, a
And the latest Customs returns g k e us the folloving items :-“ Nearly all kinds of piece goods shoF
a falling off in the last quarter of 1873. I n camlets, Spanish stripes, and long ells an increase;
in figured lustres a notable decline from 64,000 t o
39,600. The revenue, meanwhile, has increased
by 115,000 taels; and both opium and exports
shorn an advancing tendency.” From Shanghai,
under date Feb. 4th, 1874, -re learn that “ dulness
has been, and is still the character of tbe woollen
trade.” With e-rery allorance for fluctuation, and
for local and casual influences, one cannot but
adopt the vords of the “ Times’ ” correspondent,
mriting on this same subject in 1858 : ‘‘ There is
no steady increase, no sure hope for the future,
shown by these figures.” ’
The Export TTade vith Great Britain is steadier, w e s o
Exports to
and it has hitherto tended t o advance. The net Grdat
Britai.
exports t o all foreign countries in the first three
quarters of 1873 show a falling off of no less than
800,000 taels. But the following silk and tea
items, chiefly British, will shorn the generally
steady character of the trade :Returns of Trade, published by order of Inspector-General
of Cnstoms, 1873.
I‘ North China Herald.”

’

c 2
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Exported from Shanghai-

.

1871.

January t o September.
1872.
1873.

350,7?7
Tea @lack) peculs
Silkpeculs
. 32,381
Total of the two items 383,158

.

368,126
34,521

352,472
30,742

402,647

383,214

The value of all exports from China for 18’70,
1571, and 1872 respectively, exhibited the follo.FFFng rapid advance :-

TheOpinm
Trade.

1570.
Taela.

1871.
Taels.

188.
Taels.

61,990,235

74,860,530

83,719,187

The Opium Tmde, meanvhile, as far as the
Chinese revenue is concerned, is growing, though
not so rapidly as was formerly the case. The first
three-quarters of 1871, 1872, and 1873, sho-iv the
following figures of opium imports to Shanghai :1871.
Taels.

1872.
Taels.

528,787

553,241

1873.
Taels.

610,944 *

The advantage of the opium trade appears,
therefore, to be that it tends t o obviate the necessity for the drain of specie from England, since
the Chinese readily barter their tea and silk f o r
opium. Neither are these statistics foreign t o our
subject ; for the pecuniary advantage, though
shared in thus indirectly by England, of which
India is but a dependency, is in effect an advantage enjoyed directly by India.
Take away this trade, and India is impovel-ished

* Returns of Trade,

1872-73.

t o the amount of seven millions sterling. Stop the
trade, horerer, and England must not only come
for a vhile at least to the rescue of Indian finance,
but she must make good, either by exportation of
specie t o a vast amount, or bj- some might1 derelopment of her manufactures, the balance of trade
vhich is against her.
That balance at the close of IS68 stood thus :VaIue of British Home Productions imported
into China
. &6,000,000
Value o f Chinese Produce imported into Great
Britain
. .~11,o0o,000’

. . . .
. . . .

.

At the close of 1 8 2 it stood thus:Imports from Great Britain, r d u e TaeZe . 29,885,871
Exports to

>l

2,

,,

.

43,022,112

A difference of more than thirteen million taels.
But that same Fear opium to the value of
twenty-seven million taels was imported, and the
aggregate value of the export and import trade of
Great Britain, India, and Hongkong, from and t o
Chinese ports, shorn an excess of fourteen million
taels in favour of the imports,-that excess due to
the opium trade.
The import and export dzcties, under the general
head of British, exhibit a similar result, namely, a
balance in favour of the import dues of 54,120
taels; the grand total of the duties on imports
and exports, from and t o all cozcntries, exhibiting
meanwhile a small balance of 15,000 taels in favour
of China.’

(‘The China Question,” by J. Macdonald, F.R.G.S.
cc

Customs Returns of Trade.”
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The opium trade exerts and has continuously
exerted a potent influence on the China trade. It
has sometimes drained the resources of China very
heavily; it has alvays kept the export trade (the
tea, silk, and rhubarb, vithout mhich, as Commissioner Lin supposed, allbarbarians must die) from
mholly overtopping the import trade. And it has
been meanwhile the mainstay of Indian financea fruitful and growing source of revenue.
BOTfar the phenomenon of the slom and feeble
growth of British imports has been affected by
this trade, and how far the notoriously critical
state of Indian finance may trace its source t o this
great staple of opium, must be discussed in another
place. At present, it must be carefully observed
one to.
that the opium trade has been a Z~ic~ative
India and to the mother country.
~ n ~ c e r - I notice, secondly, that it is an zmcehxirt sourcetnin source
of revenue. of revenue. Mr. Grant Duff, when speaking o n
Mi-, Grant
the Indian Budget (July 31st, 1873), reviewed
D e s
opinion.
first the alarming, and secondly the reassuring
features of the financial future of India. Under
the first head he mentioned, “the uncertainty of
the opium yevenue.”
Fluctuates.
(a) That uncertainty may be understood in some
measure from the following figures. In 185’7-8
the revenue from opium had risen t o SG,443,706,
an increase of S1,800,000 in a single year. I n
Itspotent

influence
onTrade
general$.

’ “Our two great enemies, years of famine, and the unknown action of t h e Bengal O p h n Monopoly.”-cc Frieud o f
India.”
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1858-9 it had fallen t o &5,195,191, a decrease of
61,248,515 in a single year.s This decrease, apparentl1, was occasioned by the Tar of 1538-60 ;
but this very fact suggests the question, vhether
it is prudent financially t o entrust a full serenth
of the whole reyenue to one source, which source
mould be stopped or choked seriouslr in the erent
of Tar with China.
It is uncertain also from the fluctuation in the meqnafity
of the drug
value of the drug. The Indian drug at the present is deteriorating.
time is dete.riwating in quality.
I n 18’71, 59,670 peculs were ralued at 28,910,925 tselu.
I n 1872, 61,193
>,
28,077,500 taels.’

The quant,ity increased, the value decreased ;
a practice and a result Fholly opposed to received
principles of Indian polics, < ‘ S O t o regulate the
opium monopoly as to realize the greatest revenue
on the fairest terms, from the smallest quantity
of the drug, and with the least injury to the
Chinese.”
The “ Times’ ” Special Correspondent, writing Increase of
from Calcutta,Nor. 14th,l873,tellsus,“that whilst POPPY
acreage.
the acreage covered by the poppy crop in 1870-71
in Behay and Benares (the fields for Chinese opium),
was 538,218 ; it had risen in 1871-73 t o 557,067,
an increase of 24,000 acres (and accompanied, as
it should seem, with a decrease of revenue), the
Lord Stanley’s speech on the East India Loan.--‘< Church
Missionary Intelligencer,” April, 2859, p. 81.
* (‘Returns of Trade,” 1872.
See Campbell’s cLMoaemIndia,” p. 392.
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policy being to increase the quantity produced,
very much against the will of Sir W. Muir, the
Lieutenant Governor.”
Chinese
( b ) The uncertainty of this source of revenue is
native
gram
proved also by the yapid increase in the growth of
Opium fast
increasing. mxtivc Chinese opium. As long as the quality of the
foreign drug is not deteriorated, as long as the
price is not advanced, and as long as British
manufactures do not rapidly increase (compelling,
with the existing value of opium imported, a large
drain of specie), the danger from this source may
not be considered imminent. But in the face of the
facts and figures enumerated above, the folloving
remarks from Mr. Hobson, formerly Customs Commissioner at Hankow, and drawn mainly from
personal observation, are of the highest significance. “Fully half of the best arable land in
Se-ch’uen is believed to be given up in the spring
t o the bearing of an annual crop of the poppy.
India?%opium is being yeplaced by the native drug,
although the price of the former, and its name for
better flavour are still kept up by the native preference for it. Se-ch’uen opium can be produced
Cheaper t o the extent of 60,000 peculs annuallyy and nt
than
Jbalf the price of the India?&drug in good years.
foreign
drug.
!Z%e drug is m a d e to imitate the MuZzua and other
Madeto
imitateit. forms of the foreign article.
More extract f o r

’

* “Times” Newspaper, Dec. 9th, 1873.
’ “ Sir Richard Temple states that the ‘ demand

in China
€or Indian Opium is firmly sustained.’ Prices do not yet support this view.”--“ Friend of India,” J u n c 26t11, 1873.
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smoking is said to be got from the Se-c‘fi‘uenopium
than from the Indian product. Ean-suh, Shen-si,
and Shan-si Tield good opium. A large quantity
of opium, some of it of a Tery inferior kind, is
produced in Honan, and largel>- consumed on the
spot, according to Richthofen. Xanchuria, and in
fact all parts of the Chinese empire, produce more
or less of the crop.’’8 In a journal of a seven
veeks’ tour in the interior of the proTince of
Shantung? during the summer and early autumn
of 1873, Dr. Williamson remarks, ‘‘ One change is
t o be noted with reference to the crops of Shantung,
and I need not s a j that I regret to record it. I
refer t o the culti-vationof the poppy. I n my former
tours I never heard of it, except in the gardens of
a few gentlemen. Xessrs. Legge and Edkins first
drew attention to its vide-spread growth, and I
haye to add my own testimony.”
These are serious facts for the contemplation of
the Indian financiep. The fashionable preference
€or the foreign drug may perhaps rapidly disappear, and to compete with the nati-ve drug on equal
terms must be hopeless. Should this preference
continue even, it mill be necessary, -crith the rapidly
increasing spread of the native drug, t o reduce the
price ; and in order to do so TFithout diminishing
the revenue the Indian crop must be largely increased, 8 procedure inrol-ring simple and absolute
Increase of
maste of the best land in that country. This ruinous poppy
growth in
policy has already been pursued too far, as has Indiaa
ruinoas
* ‘(Chinese Materia Medica,:’ &c. Dr. Porter Smith, p. 163. policy.
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been hinted at above. In a review of the years
1845-55 inclusive, we find that the number of
chests imported into China had exactly doubled in
the decade, and that the total net profit had increased only .S199,191; that at the beginning of
the decade 9 6 i per cent. was the average profit,
and at its close 52%per cent. Thus, whilst the
production was doubled, the price mas reduced
one-half. Compare two years1854-55

1846-47

Chests.

Total net Profit.

. 43,413 . . $2,187,448
. . 21,124 . . ;E2,096,142
22,259 .
. $91,306
.

Monstrous figures ! as the Reviewer justly calls
them ; an increase of 22,289 chests in quantitymore than Lin destroyed in the Canton river-and
an increase of revenue scarcely amounting t o
five rupees a chest.”
Tbia bad
Now, in the present state of the crop in China,
policy indispensable raising the price and diminishing the growth (the
if opium is
retained. true policy, if opium is t,o be retained) must be considered no longer feasible. Increase of growth
and diminishing the price is the only practicable
plan, and that being ruinous t o India, it must be
admitted that Mr. Grant Duff had grave reason
for his alarm as t o the zcrtcertainty of the opium
revenue.’ See Note D, Appendix.

’ (‘Parliamentary Papers

on Opium,” pp. 53, 54, reviewed
Church Missionary Intelligencer,” April, 1859.
“ I t is hardly necessary to advert to the uncertainty which
always hangs over the subject of prospective prices of Opium.’
in

“

(

(e) It must be remembered also under this head Cacertiinty of the
of uncertainty, that the crop is much dependent
on the season, being easily injured by storms and
Ttinds, from its long tender stalks and h e a p heads.
It is also seriously affected by the amount of d e r
precipitated on the capsules. d current of -rind
or a cloudy s k y checking the formation of deF,
grea’tly lessens the quantity of juice exuded; and,
on the other hand, h e a T dew ill sometimes vash
away completely the exudation caused by the incision of the capsules, and Taste the produce.”
(a) The opium trade, further, has ?rusted the s o 2 TastesIthe
of India. From a statistical paper published ‘Oiltventy years ago by the East India Company,
we learn that ‘<the poppy requires the richest
description of land. Its extended production
must therefore displace other products.”
On
the finest corn-lands in Benares, Behar, and elsewhere in the northern and central parts of India,
vast tracts are covered by the poppy crop. It is
estimated that more than 100,000 acres of the
rich plains of Central India, as Tell as 550,000
acres+ in the allu-i-ial ralley of the Ganges, are
now occupied by the poppy. Formerly these same
grounds vere used for the production of sugar,
Sir R. Temple’s ‘Budget Xinute.’”-“ Friend of India,” April
3rd, 1873.
“ O n the preparation of Opium for the China Market.
By D. Butler, N.D., formerly Opium Examiner to the Benares
Agency.”-“ Chinese Repository,” v. 495.
a Quoted in ‘(Cliurch Missionary Intelligencer,” April, 1857.
* ‘ 6 Times,” Dec. 9th, 1873.

indigo, corn, and other grain; but these useful
crops have yielded t o the moye profitable culture
of the poppy; which, however, is said speedily
t o exhaust the soi1.j
Thefamine.
3. (G) I n viev of the famine mhich recently
scourged the rich provinces of Behar and Rajshaye,
the Indian Government has been urged to establish
granaries on a gigantic scale, with capacity for a
three years’ supply; t o be sold out one yew at a
time, and recouped in years of plenty ; but with
this great and increasing maste of soil, such a
project wiU be hard of accomplishment, without
interfering with the export trade in grain. The
‘‘Times’’ of Feb. 15th, 1859, v a s under the impression “ t h a t the opium trade was not only
demoralizing t o the Chinese, but also t o the
Cllecks
Indian Government ; and that the improvement
improvements.
of public works (nov at any rate under the
pressing necessity for creating labour, being
rapidly pushed forward) would hare been more
earnestly attended to, but for the easy way of
getting revenue by the growth and sale of ~ p i u m . ~ ’
Sir Bartle Frere, speaking at the Conference on
the threatened famine in Bengal mentioned above,
remarked that in his opinion the occupation of
the people in large and useful morks of irrigation
and navigation was the best means to alleviate
famines.”
“

Eclectic Review,” March, 1840.

‘ ‘‘ Spectator,” Oct., 1873.

“London and China Express,” Dec. 19th, 1873.
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I s the theory right or wrong that the initiation
or development of such works has been checked
by the opium policy of Great Britain?
(b) But it is impossible t o leave this part of my ~ e s n ~ttos
England.
subject vithout a few words a t least on the
question of the effect pmluced m Great Eritaiw
yeneraZZy by this opium policy ; the seat and field
of which has been her dependency, British India.
If the mother country is, I d
lnot say benefited,
but at any rate uninjured, by the financial enterprise of her dependency, the results of the trade
t o India, and India alone, rould need to be considered. But if England is irzjzLrec7, the advantage Injurious.
gained by India can be but temporary; and the
diminished trade of the mother country must in
some degree react, sooner or later, on her mighty
daughter.
Now the statistics vhich I have mentioned
above, with reference t o the unhealthy chaxacter
of the British export trade to China, suggest
naturally the question, how far opium is anmerable for the phenomenon.
80 far back as 1839, Captain Eliot., Her Na- Eliot’s
Cxptain
opijests’s Superintendent of Trade, m o t e thus to nion, 1539.
Lord Palmerston, ‘‘ After the most deliberate reconsideration of this course of traffic, I declare
my o m opinion, that in its general effects it is
intensely rnisclkmzcs to every b m a c h of trade.”
In July, 1842, a memorial mas presented t o S i r P e 2L tion t o
Sir R. Peel
Robert Peel, signed by 235 merchants and manu- tr‘ide,
agaiust the
184%
facturers of the highest standing and respectability,
~
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in which the obstacles -which the trade in Opium
interposes to the increased demand for British
goods by the Chinese is shown. They refer t o
the proposed legalization of the trade, and state
that though they m u l d hail the removal of the
contraband character of the trade, yet that
in their opinion the opizm tyada, in whatever
f o m , zcoz~ld inevitably undermine the commerce of
Gi.eat Britain zcith CJGha. They shorn that the
products of British industry purchased by the
Chinese are less by d2150,OOO in 1834-39than for
woollens alone in 1803-8; whilst during that
internal the opium trade has been multiplied
tenfold, rising from 3000 t o 30,000 chests.” ’
MrsTVinMr. Wingrove Cooke, writing twenty years
grove
CoYs
later, mas of the same opinion. He gives four
opimons,
~ 5 8 . reasons of his own for the paucity of British
imports into China; after first dismissing as
inadequate the four reasons usually alleged by
merchants, namely :-First, that the Chinese are
not easily induced to adopt foreign fashions.
Xecondly, that the Chinese are a, manufacturing
people. T!J~irclZy,the disturbances caused by the
T’ai-ping rebellion. Foi~~thZy,
the exactions of the
Chinese custom-houses.
Hisfour
His own reasons are the following :-pilast,
reasons t o
a c c o ~ t f o r t h t me are beaten by fair competition in the
the paucity
$British Chinese market.
Xeco.rzdZy, the ignorance of
mports.
British manufacturers as to the requirements of
the Chinese. Thirdly, that British imports are an
* “ Chinese Repository,” xii. 16s.
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unpopular branch of commerce with the British
merchant; and, foztrtlzly, that the country is not
open to our merchandize.” !I
Now it is to reason three that I desire speciallp b
3.
t o draw attention. This reason, t o some extent at
least, remains in force after the lapse of seventeen
years. The country has been opened to merchandize by transit passes f o r foreign goods (Xr.
Cooke m o t e before the conclusion of the Treaty
of T’ien-tsin), and though it cannot be denied that
the barrier exactions are in very many cases
irritating and illegal, and that obstructions not
a few aye laid in the r a y of invard transit (Ghus
making Xi-. Cooke’s fourth reason identical with
the British merchants’ fourth reason discarded
by him), yet such is not al-ivays the rule. These
passes are undersold t o the Chinese; they cannot
be a dead letter, therefore, or the natives T o d d
not buy them ; but the pushing of foreign goods
inland cannot be a popular o r paying branch of
commerce, or foreign merchants would not sell
these passes. The goods are permeating the
interior. From the Port of Wingpo alone, under
the head of foreign goods conveyed t o the interior,
we find the following advancing totals :lS70.

Jan. t o March 49,300
April t o June 101,581
July t o Sept.
51,600

1871.

46,467

157,009
57,068

1s72.

83,111

163,742

74,112

1873.
95,189
165,095
11,082

“China, being the ‘Times” Special Correspondence, i n
the years 1857-58, by G. W. Coolie,” pp. 185-203.

m n s .
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This last item exhibiting a notable fall, which
may in some degree be accounted for by the
making
their way
serious drought of last summer in the province of
into the
interior.
Chekiang ; but, as described above, this decline is
general in China, though the drought was partial.
The transit dues f o r 1873, January t o September,
exhibit a decrease of 33,644 taels as compared
r i t h 1872. Still these statistics are sufficient to
prove that the country is in some manner open
to our manufactures. Dr. Williamson, in his
recent tour in the interior of Shantung, " in some
places well known to him in former years, saw ten
pieces of shirting for one; and even in remote
districts among the hills he found a sprinkling of
Manchester and Bradford goods. The Chinese,"
he remarks, " have no antipathy, pel. se, to foreign
manufactures."
If reason four, therefore, is to some extent
removed, if the country is open by treaty to some
degree at least for our manufactures, can we
account satisfactorily for the continuance of reason
three by the continued existence of reasons one
and two ? Are British imports into China, that is,
unpopular with British merchants because they
d l not sell? and is the reason for their unsaleableness the fact that the Chinese can get better and
cheaper goods elsewhere ? Probably not. Perhaps
the vhole picture must be reversed. There
is an opiate which has lulled enterprise to
rest, and has stupified the ready wit of British
But the
market is manufacturers.
The rnurlict was pre-occwpiad in
British

goods are
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opiuns. “The great profits come €rumpre.occapied by
tea, silk, and opium,” remarks Mr. Cooke. “ The Opium.
British import trade of manufactured goods d l
~~i,Gm
by

not maintain mercantile houses.” Hence the
merchant’s apathy about that trade, and hence
the apathy of the English manufacturer t o study
with eager enterprise the wants and tastes of the
Chinese.
I must in all honesty remark that these sentiments are in some respects obsolete. The direct
opium trade has passed into the hands of a few
houses; and in a letter t o the “North China
Herald ” of July, 1872, the miter, a merchant, expresses great indignation against those ignorant
persons who ima,oine that merchants as a rule do
not execrate the opium tyade. This altered state of
things would possibly facilitate plans for the
abolition of the trade, since the mercantile opposition mould not be so strong as it once mas ; but
the facts of stagnation remain untouched, and aU
that I have said above applies in full force t o the Natise
merchants
native dealer. He would take British imports in affectedby
the trade.
exchange for tea and silk, did not opium intervene.
But he prefers opium because, through the vitiated
appetite of his countrymen, he is sure to find a
market for it, and thus British manufactures are
pushed aside as an element of subordinate importance.
A drain of 27,000,000 taels for opium, implies at
least the ability of the Chinese t o take British
goods t o fully double the present amount, were
D
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Dr.Dudgeon’s
sanguine
views.

that drain stopped. (‘ There is a tremendous
market yet in China,” writes Dr. Williamson in
somevhatlfervid language, c c for all kinds of foreign
mares.”
Dr. Dudgeon, of Peking, writing five years ago,
gives an outsider’s view of this subject :-‘‘ Were
the whole country thrown open to our commerce;
our manufactures introduced ; railways, &e.,
allowed; and the importation of opium forbidden,
and it rendered piracy to introduce it by all
Governments ; then there would d a m , as it mere,
a nev era on the vorld and on China. Our merchants and India too might well afford to give up
its production and transit. The exchauge between
the different countries -would soon rearrange itself.
The Chinese mould be saved from beggary, starvation, and death; and they would become our
best custoniers. The rich soil of India mould
easily produce the more generous fruits of the
earth. A little economy exercised amongst themselves, and a helping hand for a few years if
necessary from the then enriched British and
Chinese merchants, and the difficulties would soon
and easily be overcome. The day must come -when
the Chinese market even for opium must fail. The
Tau-tai of Shanghai mas once asked, what would
be the best means of increasing our commerce mith
China, and his answer vas, E Cease t o send us so
much opium, and we shall be able to take your
immufactures.’ China cannot take both goods
and opium ; and the question for our merchants
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therefore is, which branch of industry should be
encouraged.” 1
These are enthusiastic periods I The Thole
comtl*ythrown open ! Railrays introduced ! If
this consummation be attained, it d be replied,
the opium trade need not attract, much attention !
But zo7~ntis this zery trnde M p s to 70~7,: the c o ~ i i i t q m’ ~ s the
krade shut
C‘~OOY, ami t o intensgy prejudice agcr.itist fcweigiz up the
conntv?
~q~~*ot.e~tizeizts
? I am anticipating ; and I will
merely remark that Dr. Dudgeon’s prophetic and
haginative statements may be, if sou please,
overlooked; but his facts are incontestable. OJjiuirt
at p e s e ? i t sl~iitsozd Brit ish ;iilnlzzfactz!i*esto CL r e i y
grect.t extent.
The United States Consul at Xiagpo, a resident C.S.
Consul nt
i n China for the past quarter of a century, and a Sin@.
His vievs.
cautious observer, in his contribution to the
“ Annual Report of Commercial Relations between
the United States and Foreign Xations, for the
year ending September, 1869,” mites in terms of
unreserved condemnation of the opium trade ; a
trade mhich, in the single port of Ningpo, and in
one year, brought to the Customs revenue an
increase of 40,000 taels. ‘c Poverty,” he remarks,
c c makes bad customers ; and so, Tchaterer Tices or
circumstances tend t o place OUT customers in this
condition (as is pre-eminently the case Tnth opium)
i.izjzwe oiCr Owiness.”
An c c old resident,” .;rritiag t o the ccNorthChinla
Eerald” on Bpi4.l lst, 1868, remarks that “the
‘I

Chinese Recorder,” Feb., 1869.
D 2
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opium trade injuyes bonest conmeme.” China b u t
for this might be the first market for British and
American produce ; whereas Egypt, Cuba, and
St. Doming0 nearly equal it.”
Sicmnzary.
To sum up, then, this branch of our subject,
observe,-(a) That British Opium Policy has produced for
Jdia an i m r e u s h q l y lucrntipve soume of revenue. a
More than 160 millions sterling revenue from
opium, being profit on Bengal cultivation, and
export duty on that from Malwa, has been drawn
virtually from China by the Indian Government
since the peace of Nanking.s
(p) It has of late years lessened greathy the (haiiz
of specie from Eqland.
(7) It has checked t o some degree at least
Governmental enterprise f o r the improvement of
India.
(6) It has continuouslyandto an alarming extent
checked and blighted the development of direct Brit ish
impoyt tmde with China. See Note C, Appendix.
(e) The trade has probablyreached its grand
climacteric, and rnzcst sooiz d e c h e , possibly t o set
in sudden darkness.
‘‘ Is not this ving of our Indian Castle built on
.zt foundation of sand ? ’’
See Note D, Appendix.

Honest
eonimerce
injnred.

* “ Opium,” says the “Fsiend of India,” commenting on the
Budgets of the last three years, “to which we are chiefly
indebted for this overflowing treasury.”
a “The Chinese Question.”
J. Macdonald, F.R.G.S.
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CHAPTER 111.
THE XESULTS OF BRITISH OPIUM POLICY TO CHIXA.

WE pass now from the producers and mannfac- prodncer.
India a e
turers t o the consumers of opium. “At present,
retained as it is in the hands of the monopolists
(the Government), until disposed of on the seaboard a t CalcuCUta, it is, to a considerable extent,
sealed up from home use ; and thus the facilities
afforded to the Hindus of indulging this propen- coiisumer
China the
sity are comparatively limited,” ‘‘ and thus theof
demoralization of the people is prevented.”
With the exception of Assam, where opium is
largely consumed, India generally may be regarded
pretty exclusively as the producer, and not the
consumer of ~ p i u r n . ~
In the present chapter, therefore, we must pass
from mere fiscal and commercial considerations,

opium

Resuits of

to the direct physical and moral effects of the tho policy
opium trade on the Chinese people. But in thetoChinaoutset it must be noticed that since the legalization
of the trade in 1860 a l u ~ inweuse
p
of mvenue has

‘‘ Church Missionary Intelligencer,” April, 1859.
Campbell’s ‘‘ Modein India,” p. 388.

We must except d s o Rungpore, where Opium is largely
used, though its cultivation was stopped in 1841.
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(9
Lticra- been the m d t . For China, as well as for India, it
tire.

has been a Zzmntive experiment.
I hare noticed above that it was in all probability the urgent v a n t of money which finally decided
the Chinese to accept, though late in the day, the
policy of Heu Kai-tsze, by yielding t o the combined pressure of Western Porers, and legalizing
the trade. The trade iucreased very rapidly after
its legalization, and rose in three years (1853-55)
from 56,000 t o 70,000 chests. I n 1856 it rose t o
76,300 pecdsY4and from 1865-1872 the import
into Hongkong .has reached an average of 83,000
peculs. But in our present calculation an average
of 27,000 peculs must be deducted from this total,,
on account of opium transhipped in part t o the
Straits, and to a very large extent spread through
the south of China in native bottoms. The
Customs’ returns are concerned with the total
introduced into Chinese Treaty Ports from foreign
vessels, and taxed there at the Treaty tariff rate of
30 taels a pecul. That total for the eight years
under revier gives a yearly average of 56,000
peculs, yielding an average annual revenue of
1,680,000 taels. The exact figures for 1872 wereTotal Revenue-Exports and Imports 11,678,636 taels,
Opium Revenue
. 1,831,943 t a e l ~ , ~

in English money the equivalent in round mm-.
* The pecul is equal t o 133$ lbs., and as a chest of opium
varies from 116 lbs. t o 140 lbs., on a rough averrYge a chest
equals a pecul.
‘‘ Customs’ Returns,’’ 1872.
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bers of B,500,000 and 2550,000. Although, therefore, the sum total of the ChineseCustoms’ Re-renue
is on$- one-half of the single item from opium
I-e-F-enue reaped by the Indian Gorernruent, Fet r m p ~ ton
j
Opium a
remembering that India is but one of England‘s sixth of
dependencies, and the Customs’ Xerenue but one Chinese
cwToms’
revenne.
of China’s sources of income, the relati-re pecuniary advantages gained bF the two countries may
be roughly estimated, and perhaps nithout serious
inaccuracy, as tolerably proportionate. In India
a seventjh of the whole rerenue is deri-red from
opium, in China a sixth of her Customs’ rerenue ;
and the sacrifice ~ o u l cbe
l felt Kith perhaps equal
acuteness by the two countries vere the trade
stopped.
But., secondly, the o@i2 trade lzns ili,jz!& Cldna. (?I ~ j l c CtOUS.
Shall I re-riye an old controrersy laid to rest, as
some supposed, by the legalization of the trade ?
It is absolutely necessary t o do so. On the right
understanding of this point the whole question
turns. We must, as a Christian nation, rise for a,
time abore the atmosphere of pounds, shillings, and
pence, and leave the language of the minuti= of
commerce t o ask in earnest, Hare zce by this trade
d o ~ z egood or harm t o n peat l3agnn piintion ?
The c c North China Herald,” of April Ist, 1868, Argament
that cr if
remarks that “ the argument, if foreigners do not India does
no! import
import opium the Chinese -sillgrow it, is the only oPlm
Chiia w i l l
feasible ground for defence ; and 31r. Laing, when pw it:>
inti*oducing his budget to the Calcut?ca Legislative
Council, rested his opium policy on this very argu-
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ment. ‘‘ It is a weak oneY” remarks the writer in
the HeraZd, fur the uncomfortable question arises,
A weak
how much haw we done towards stirnzclating, $ not
argument.
creathzg, the taste foT opizm i n China? It may
well be said that for one to mhom opium is a
blessing there are ?zinety-nine t o mhom opium is a,
curse. So important, however, is opium financially, that having introduced it at the bayonet’s
point, we had better let it rest than attempt t o
defend our indefensible action.”
This is a, dreary line of argument for an Englishman’s ear, however true it may be. But w e our
actions indefensible P Is there no better argument
for the opium trade than this singularly meak and
foolish one ? Has opium, ajter all, injzwed the
ISOP~U
Chinese
~~
2 Is it more injurious than other articles
After all
injurious ? of commerce long excluded from Chinese ports,
and now introduced also a t the bayonet’s point.
If opium is in effect +sot injurious, then we may
bear to listen to the old smuggling argument,
that the Chinese were not honest in their prohibition of opium; that it was the drain of silver,
or the wish for a ‘‘ poppy monopoly ” (to quote
Lord Palmerston’s words), which suggested that
exclusive policy. Smuggling would still be smuggling; but t o smuggle a nutritious article of
luxury is better than t o smuggle poison.
Argnments
Our statesmen understand this well. Mr. Grant
in the Debate on sir Duff, Mr. Gladstone, and Mr. Henley, in the
UT. Lawson’smo- debate on Sir W. Lawson’s resolution condemnation.
t’oryof the traffic, moved in the session of 1869-70,
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adopted this higher ground, namely, that opium
is simply an article of luxury, injurious, like
alcohol, when taken in excess, but not injurious
in moderation; and that the Chinese outcry on
the score of morality being false, or a gross esaggeration, England might be at ease as t o the
morality of the opium revenue.
N O T at some little length, and in some detail, e:]
qustion canthis question must be dispassionately considered. sidered.
I will arrange as briefly and concisely as may be
the arguments on the two sides of this question.
( a ) And first, in favour of the Tier that opium is(4
Opium
3 stimuis merely a stinmlawt, and harmless when taken in less
lanf,ilarmin use,
moderation.
evil in the
abuse.
(a) sir Henry Pottinger, after learing China, Sir H.Pottingrr’a
wrote thus at Bombay in the course of a com- opinion.
munication t o the Chamber of Commerce at that
place :-“ I nom unhesitatingly declare, that after
the most unbiassed and careful observation, I h w e
become convinced, during my stay in China, that
the alleged demoralizing and debasing effects of
opium have been and are rust?y exaggerated. It
appears to me to be unattended with a hundredth
part of the debasement and misery which may be
seen in our native country from the lamentable
use of ardent spirits.”
(p) In a letter t o the editor of the “ Chinese “er’sA Rend” opiRepository,” dated Canton, December loth, 1836, nion.
A Reader ” mites thus :-‘‘ Opium is a useful
soother, a harmless luxury, and a precious medicine,
((

6

‘6

Parlinmertary Papers on Opium,” pp. 7 , 8.
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except t o those Tho abuse it. Many millions of
the Chinese participate in opium, using it as a
rational and sociable article of luxury and hospitalit7.” In a second letter, a rejoinder t o his
opponents, he uses still stronger language, ‘‘I
aver that opium taken in moderation is a healthful
and exhilarating luxury.” ’
T.T.Xea(7)I n Meadows’ (‘Chinese and their Rebellions,”
dPm’ opimon.
pp. 4 5 7 4 8 9 , t’he miter declares his opinion,
formed after frequent consideration of t h e subject
during thirteen years, the last two spent in
England, t o the effect that ‘‘ although alcohol and
opium as substances are different, he can, as t o
the morality of producing, selling, and consuming
them, see no difference at all. The opium smokers
are like the alcohol drinkers, the opium smoking
houses are like beer-houses and gin-palaces, t h e
opium merchants are like wine merchants, and
brandy, gin, and rum importers, and opium producers are like the vine and hop growers, maltsters,
brewers, and distillers.”
Fortune’s
(6) Mr. Fortune speaks thus, ‘‘ No one who has
view.
seen anything of the habits of the Chinese will
deny that the use of opium, particularly Then
taken t o excess, has a most pernicious effect, both
upon the constitution and morals of its victims.
From my o w n experience, however, I have no
hesitation in saying that the nnzimber of persons
uho use it hus been v e q much eauggeyated.”

‘
*

“ Chinese Repository,” v. pp. 369, 525.
Foriune’s ‘’Tea Countries of China,” p, 176.
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(E)

A vriter in “ Knight’s Cjclopadia,” speaking Triter il.

Knight’s
of opium, remarks that “it appears to be ancYcloalmost necessary stimulus in a climate There padin.
His viev;>.
languor and listlessness so commonly prevail ”
(a questionable proposition, by the bye, as regards
the Chinese people, and in a climate with temperature varying from belov- zero to 100” Fahrenheit’). “ Enjoyed in moderation,” the Triter
continues,
has no bad consequences. Strict
philosophical inquiry must not be influenced by
casual circumstances, and least of all should it be
biassed by the rash assertions of those v h o debate
the effects of opium TFitkt the riolence of partisans,
or the partiality of interested dealers.”
Messrs. Jardine, Xatheson, and Go., in the aresw.
J.irdinc,
course of a memorial presented t o Sir R. Graves Nnriieson,
& Co., their
Xacdonnell, C.B., Governor of Hongkong, in vieus.
1867, on the subject of the Treaty, after asking
that the Chinese Government may be prerailed
upon t o allow the removal of the restrictions
imposed upon opium by the tariff rules, go on to
say “that they enter upon this subject with none
of the delicacy or hesitation which: out of deference
t o the preconceived ideas of many well-meaning
people, they should have experienced eight Fears
ago. The trade in opium has been ventilated, and
all its fallacies and fables have been cleared a m y .
Since 1860 it has been rendered abundantly clear
that the use of opium is not a curse but a comfort
and a benefit to the hard-working Chinese. As
well say that malt is a curse t o the English

(c)
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labourer, or tobacco t o the world a t large. If to
a few the opium pipe has proved a fatal snare,
to many scores of thousands, on the other hand,
it has been productive of healthful sustentation
and enjoyment. Were we not well assured that
these statements are true we should not press
this matter as we are now doing.”9
?ot
Tkaseviews
to be
The list of witnesses given above cannot be said
%htly set to consist entirely of men “ free from bias.”
But
aside.
they are the opinions of honourable men, and if
these opinions are t o be disproved and their
evidence rebutted, it must be done by solid fact
and sober argument.
Remsksin
I may remark, in corroboration of the view a t
eombomtionofsome present before us, that though in my researches
points in
t h y testi- I have met with but one Chinese witness on the
monies.
same side, yet without doubt such a view is being
increasingly advocated in Chinese private life a t
the present day. The use of opium as a stimulant,
an article of luxury offered to personal friends in
rich men’s houses, and to large customers by
mercantile houses, has very greatly increased.’
And the extent of such a custom is shown by the
estimate of 75 per cent. of opium smokers in, for
instance, the city of Ningpo, and seven out of
every ten in the neighbouring Hien city of Tse-ki.
* See “Xorth China Herald,” April lst, 1868.

A similar habit prevails in Bhownuggw. (‘No friendship
can be called true, no feast snmptuous, without the presence
of a solution of opium in water, Kaaseun&a, this poisonous
solution.”--“ Friend of India,” June 26th, 1873.
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NOWit is

impossible for such a custom to become opium
smoking
thus general, without the argument being urged,
genewhatever be the sincerity of trhe pleader, that ralopium is but a luxury, a stimulant, like vine or
spirits.
It must be admitted, however, that such arguments have not seen the light in Chinese print,
and mould scarcely be urged in a respectable
audience. The opium smoker is ironically praised
in rich houses, for his debauchery (if such I may
by anticipation call it) keeping him axake, or his
lamp at least burning, far into the night, deters
thieves fiom their morks of darkness.
The curious and interesting argument has been EIUS opium
driven out
urged in extenuation of opium, that it has probably or e~eci;ed
drunkendriven drunkenness out of China, or that at least ness in
the China ?
it has considerably restrained that vice.
Shoo Ehzg of the Chinese, numerous instances
are given of the disastrous effects of drunkenness
on the petty states of the ancient Empire. The
evil example of King Chov, of the Shang dynastF,
B.C. 1100, and of King Kee, of the Hea dynasty,
B.C. 1811, infected their people generally n-ith the
destructive vice, and was the chief cause of the
downfall of those dynasties.2 And one of the
books of the Slioo is entitled “Announcement
about Drunkenness.” But the theory is in all
probability mythical. Ref ormation in drinking
habits amongst the Chinese, if it has occurred at
all, took place long before the era of opium. The
3

1,egge’s

6~

Chinese CIassics,”

F O ~ . iii.

part ii. P. 400.
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use of opium as a stimulant is but a century old,
and the proofs of such a cleansing efficacy, t’he
expulsion of one vice by a milder evil, are not
forthcoming. I may remark here in passing (an
observation, too, not wholly irrelevant t o the
theory I have just noticed) that while it is ail
incontrovertible fact that opium is used as werred
by the rritnesses enumerated above, simply as a
fashionable luxury, yet it appears to be an equally
certain fact that those only can thus use it, mho
can afford abundance of mine and strong food as
antidotes to the drug, or mho live constantly in
the open air.3
China still
It cannot be denied that China, notwithstanding
vigorous.
her Tars with Western Powers, and notwithstandiiig the tremendous strain of the twenty years’
T’ai-p’ing struggle, shows marvellous recuperative
energy. Her wmy and her fleet, in appearance at
least, have greatly developed in efficiency. Opium
may be slowly undermining her strength, but on
the surface there are but few marks of imminent
But
Opium
didhelp decay and decrepitude. It is, however, a curious
p’ing
theT’aiRe. question, how far the use of opium in the Imbellion? perialist army (an evil noticed and inveighed
against early in the century) may have accounted
for the long list of victories gained by the T’ai-p’ing
hordes over that army ; and for the fact that that
rebellion vould undoubtedly have succeeded, and
China’s disintegration have been the result, but
for the interference of foreign powers. The T’aiProbably
not.

See Doolittle’s

tc

Social Life of the Chinese,” ii. 354-5.

p'ings mere sworn foes to opium; and this fact
bears, by the way, rely directly on the question
H o n e q of

as t o t'he honesty of the Chinese in opposing the Chinese ~ p importation of the foreign clrug. The drain of psition
Ugium.
specie, or a poppy monopoly, can hardlj- haye
svayed the opinions of Hung-seu-tsuen in his
inland warfare. It must hare been from a strong
persuasion as to the baneful influence of the drxg
itself. The T'ai-p'ings, moreover, in thcir earlier
days studied the likes and dislikes of the people ;
and both the restoration of a native dupastl)-,and
the hatred of opium mere essentially p p l t . ~ t * .
(b) And this leads me to notice the Timesses mW
$
:!
on the other side of the yuestioa ; ritiiesses to driolc.8
a~fie.
prove that British 0~~i2Lir~
policy Itas iizjz5i-ed CILLUX.
(a) I bring foimard the Chinese themselves, [;ikg?'h;.e
first of all. V e cannot ignore their testimonF.
If honest it is the most T-alual.de r e can hai-e.
One proof of honesty I hare just n o r mentioned.
Another is the destruction of the 20,000 chests
of opium by Commissioner Lin. If Lin or hi::
imperial master really fancied 01% belieTed vith
Nessrs. Jarcline, Ifatheson, and Co., that opium
is '' a nutritious and harmless ~ ~ U I T , ' ' then,
though seized as contraband, theF -n-ouId ~ t h o u t
all controversy haTe turned those chests s o n e h o F
or other into money, instead of ruining the Thole
~ t salt
h and lime, and draining it into the Canton
river.4 The edicts fiom Peking for for*ty years
mere uniformly denunciatire, both of the use and
4

6'

Chinese Bepository,"

T.

70-7'4.
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importation of the drug. Death was the punishment almost unanimously recommended by the
leading statesmen in Tau-kwang’s reign, to be
inflicted on those who indulged in this drug,
‘‘productive of such healthful sustentation and
enjoyment ;” an act of tyrannous severity which
vould be unaccountable in the most despotic
empire, mere Messrs. Jardine, Matheson, and Co.’s
theory h o r n to be the true one.
(@ The only Chinese advocate in favour of
(SI.Hen
+tsze’s
views pro opium mas Heu Nni-tsxe. He reminded his imand con.
perial master that there are many harmless luxuries
which are deadly in the excess ; but that because
of that excess i t would be wrong t o deprive the
temperate of their enjoyment; and therefore, he
argues, legalize the Opium Trade. Yet even he
denounces the practice of opium smoking as “ a
bad practice; CL path leading to the uttw wa&e of
time and dest~-uctionof property ;”and he petitions
that the ruling classes, the literati, that is, and the
army, shall be absolutely prohibited from its use.5
(7) The Ahperor himseZf (a competent witness
( Y } The
Emperor
Tau-hang as to the excellencies or defects of the drug ; for
he was believed t o have been an opium smoker at
one time, and t o have abandoned the practice by
a vigorous resolve), when urged in 1844 t o legalize
the traffic, spoke thus : “ Nothing will induce me
t o derive a revenue from the vice and misery ofmzy
peopZe.” Sir E. Pottinger, therefore, and the
Emperor joined issue on this question.
“

Chinese Repository,”

P. pp.

138-144.
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(6) Commissioner Lin, in a letter destined for news.
~ p Lin’s
)

the Queen of EnglSlnnd, a letter rhich, Fhether
apocryphal or not, undoubtedly expresses the
views of hihighofficials at that period, mites thus:
“ HOTcan it be borne that the living souls rhich
&vel1 within these seas, should be left TFilfully to
t’ake CL decidly poiso12 ” (not, observe, (‘a healthful
stimulant ”). ‘<Doubtless,” he continues, “ you,
the honourable Sot-ereign of the English nation,
haye not commanded the manufacture and sale of
opium ; but,” he implies, “ you connire at it. We
Toould now, then, concert with your honourable
Sovereignty means to b i ’ i q t o ci p j e c t end this
qiuwa, SO lbz@fX t o m(Ldi7d.”
Dismiss, if you please, these rritnesses as partisans biassed by the dread of the drain of silver;
but nov, after fifteen Fears of legalization, the
same, I fear, is the rerclict of intelligent Chinamen.
A uatil-e of(€)
~ e ~
( E ) Take 6rst a poetical Teract.
of.Chincsc
Foochor mites thus :-<<
All the bamboos of the vsmokers.
uln
southern hills (Chinese pencil-holders are made of
bamboo) would be insufficient to describe the e d s
of opium. It would take all the vatera of the
North Sea t o r a s h awar the stains.” ’
( S ) An old literary and official character, himself
in secret a smoker, thus enumerated the erils of
this c c healthful stimulant ” t o Dr. Dudgeon of
Pekin. r c It destroys life; it unfits for the dis* ‘‘ Chinese Repository,” viii. pp. 9,49’7.

“North Chins Herald,” April lst, 1868.
E
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charge of all duties ;it squanders substance, houses,
land, and money; it dimniwishes the popzclation.” ‘
And a native mriter quoted by Dr. Enowlton in
his “ Lecture on the Population of China,” speaks
thus :-“ I n comparison with arsenic I pronounce
it tenfold the greater poison.” Dr. Knodton
adds his own testimony (after fourteen years’ continuous residence in China), that excessive use of
the drug during three or four years produces sted i t y amongst the Chinese.
Dr. M‘Cartee, a resident in China for the past
twenty-five years, describes two cases mhich had
come under his o m personal observation, when
young men mho had contracted the habit of
opium smoking, were so constantly involving their
fkiends and relations in disgrace and trouble by
their petty thefts and other scandalous expedients,
to obtain the means of procuring opium, that
their o ~ parents,
n
with the consent of the headman of the clan, caused them t o be sewed up in a
mat, carried to the river, and drowned.’ Note A.
Appendix.
EIYZGZ
(e) I pass nom to the EngZiish view of this questestimony.
tion. I s opium, or is it not, injurious t o China?
i.a. Official
a. I quote, first, q f i c i d opinions on the subject.
witness.
E.I.Com. The Court of Directors of the East India Comp?lg’s
pan7 in writing t o the Bengal government, confess
xmvs.
that “ s o repugnant are their feelings as to the
* ‘‘ Chinese Recorder,” February, 1869.
<‘Notes and Queries on China and Japan,” August, 1868.
“

Chinese Recorder,” January, 1869.

opium trade, they wozrld gladly in convassion to
maqlkind, put
t o t d e ~ c tto the consuinptioih o j
opiz+ if they could ; but they cannot do this;
ana as opium d
lbe g r o m somevhere or other,
and mill be largely consumed in spite of their
benevolent wishes, they can only do as they do.”
This could hardly be said of
nutritious and
wholesome luxury !”
p. The Report of the Special Committee of the 8.theReprtof
House
House of Commons on the Opium TradeY3contains of cornmons.
the following passage :-‘c
T h e deilzoi.n7izitzg results
of the opium trade are incontestable and inseparable from its existence.”
y. Mr. C. ABruce, superintendent at that time of 7. Opinion
of Xr.
tea plantations in Assam (quoted in &e “ Church Bruce.
Missionaq IntelligencerYy’April, lS59), mites
thus:-“ The British Government T o d d confer a
lasting blessing on the Assamese and the neTF- settlers if immediate and active measures were taken
to put down the cultkation of opium in dssam,
and afterwards stop its importation by lerybg
high duties on opium. If something of this End
is not done, the immipants from the plains rrill
soon be infected by the opium mania, that dreadfill
pZuguemhich has depopulated this beautiful country.
This vile dmg has kept and does keep d o m the
population.”
. Sir G.
6. Sir George Stanton, speaking of the argument 6Stanton.
2 Quoted iu i‘ Chinese re posit or^," T. p. 304,from D. G.
Almanack, 1830.
3 Quoted in ‘cKorth China Herald,” April lst, 1863.
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detailed above as t o the abuse of opium being on
a level with the abuse of alcohol, remarks, “ It is
the n2nia purpose in the former case, but in the
latter only the exception.”
ii. znglirh
(u) I quote, secondly, Eiiglish medical opinion on
Medical
eote.
this subject. The following ‘‘ opinion,” substituted by the miter for one couched in milder
language, which had been presented for his approval, vi11 fairly express medical opinion in
England :Sir Be+L C However valuable opium may be when emmin Brodie
and others. ployed as an ai*ticle of medicine, it is impossible
for any one who is acquainted with the subject t o
doubt that the habitual use of it is productive of
the most pernicious consequences, destroying the
healthy action of the digestive organs, veakening
the powers of the mind as well as those of the
body, and rendering the indi-ridual who indulges
in it a worse than useless member of society. I
cannot but regard those who promote the use of
opium as an article of luxury, as inflicting a most
serious injury on the human race.
“ (Signed)
B. C. BRODIE.”
Signed also by twenty-four leading physicians
and sui*geons, amongst whom vere Sir H. Holland,
Bart., F.R.S.; Mr. Aston Eey; Sir C. Locock,
Bart. ; Dr. Thos. Watson; Dr. James Johnson;
and Dr. Ferguson, F.R.S.5
Quoted in “ Chinese Recorder,” February, 1869.
Quoted in “ The Traffic in Opium in the East,” by Julius
Jeffieys, F.R.S., formei>lyStaff Surgeon at Cawnpore.
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Now, I am perfectly amre that 2000 medical ~~tthe
same map
men in the United States and in England are of Ie,said of

the opinion that alcohol, as a mere luxury and alcohol.
stimulant, is unnecessary, and in many cases positively injurious. But this medical opinion does
but strengthen the view as to the injurious nature
of opium. It has hitherto been considered a T l , e d e fence in
triumphant defence of the trade, if it can be reaii:y m
proved that opium is not Forse than spiyits. But nttnck*
if in Christian lands the injurious effects of the
abuse of alcohol are rousing so strong and daily
growing an opposition, an opposition liable t o run
into excess, and to exaggerate froin the intensity
of the evil, the necessity for the sweeping remedy
of total prohibition-if in Christian lands, ~15th
all the restraints of moral principle and of enlightened law, the evils of drinking are yet so appalling,
the very defence that opium is no worse is
turned into a crushing accusation. In China there
is no Christian principle, no strong and just arm
of 1a-v t o resist the plague; and if in England
60,000 die every year from this one evil of intoxication, in China 600,000 must be cut off by the
sister plague ; a life lost for every fi-ve dollars of
Custom's revenue ! Besides, the fact cannot be Opium anti
alcohol
ignored that, whereas vine and st'rong drink have compared.
been used, and beneficially used almost as long as
the human race has lasted, opium, as a stirnulaat,
was introduced scarcely more than a century ago.
The one is useful medically, and lawful as a luxury.
The other is a medicine done, and has beenforced
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into its other use. Neither must we forget that
: E d u p a e n e an6 spirits mere never forcibly introduced
England.
into England by a foreign power in defiance of
royal proclamation, and continuous protest.‘j
The medical opinion which I have quoted above
may be taken exception to by some as the opinion
of those unacquainted from personal observation
~
~of withi the ~effects
i of opium
~
~in China.
~
~I supplement
Xedical
it therefore with the viems of medicaZ wen
dcohoi

C%i?za.
(p) I havemet mith but one medical opinionas t o
the ben,eJicinZ effects of opium, and this is expressed
TWO$&in the most vague and guarded terms. In the
vourable t o
opium.
Shanghai Hospital Report for 1864, it is remarked
China*

that (‘smoking opium is less injurious than eating
it, and that in this way it is good for tic dodourem,
tetanus, spasms, &e.”
E.
Wingrove Cooke also informs us, that
“ English physicians, uvzcoflTzected tvitlb Missionary
Theirre- Societies, affirm that the opium smoker dies more
marks
vague, and from starvation than from opium.”
This is but a
self conde-torg..
poor testimonial, for opium produces the starvat’ion; the eEpensiveness of the habit is indeed one
of its marked features, and as Mr. Cooke himself
remarks, ‘‘ If he starves himself for his pipe, what
becomes of his family?” 7
The medical opinion as t o the i.rzjzLrious effects
of opium is, on the other hand, positive, strong,
D r - L ~ c k - and well-nigh unanimous. Dr. Lockhart, in his
hart.

‘ See Note B, Appendix.

’

“

China.” By G. W. Cooke, p. 179.

Medical Missionary in China,” a d d i s that
opium, when first used is a pleasant and refreshing stimdant, giving a vigour and tone t o the
system, follo.zoed hy cc coi.resy01~dim~~*elnsntioiim d
lJistlessness; after vhicfi an effort is made t o remove the latter by a return t o the pipe. This
stage may be prolonged for some Sears rithout
the health being interfered Tnth (as in the case of
drunkenness), ‘‘ and at this time a little decision
d l enable the smoker to throw off the habit.
This is seldom called for, a d the m7e is that the
smoker continues the habit till the hour of retribution comes. He cannot live comfortably rc-ithout
his opium. All the pleasure is gone, but he must
obtain relief from the pain of bods. and dissipation of mind caused by the absence of the drug
at any cost. The quantity is increased, and the
dose taken more frequently.”
I have heard of trc-o instances, the one a mandarin in office in Formosa, the other a rich man
near Ningpo, r h o bF sudden resolution abandoned
t h e habit, but the natural course of the opium
smoker is described accurately enough by Dr.
Lockhart.
Dr. Porter Smith, late of Hankorr, in his Chi- Dr.P.
Smith.
nese Materia D;Iedica,” dedicated t o R. Hart, Esq.,
Inspector-General of the Chinese Customs, and bjwhose assistance the rork v a s published, mites
thus :-“ The moderate use of the pipe is not incompatible with the health of those Tho practise
it. The positice qwcessity of iu?pro.Fing or inci-easbg
“
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the extract used leads to the loss of the volitional,
digestive, and sexual powers ; or, in other words,
to the g m d i m l degradation of mm.”
Dr.Dudgeon of Peking, Dr. M‘Cartee of Ningpo,
Dr. Dudgeon.
and Dr. Graves of Canton, from the centre and
extreme North and South of China, give the same
opinion.
‘cOpium,” says Dr. Dudgeon, “ i s the m o s t
nziscl~ievoz~s
of nll szibstaizces ever wso.i.ted t o as CL
daily stinmlaizt. It is externally more decent than
ardent spirits in its results. A casual observer
might walk through China (like Sir H. Pottinger),
and see little o r nothing of opium-smoking. One
requires to come into contact with the people,
either officially, medically, or otherwise, t o know
the extent, strength, and evil of the system.”
Dr. JT‘CarDr. M‘Cartee remarks that “ opium enervates
tee.
smokers ; gradually undermining their constitutions ; and very fiequenthj (either from inability
to procure the drug, or from its losing its power
over them, or from a resolute endeavour t o break
off the habit) produces an incurable diarrhea,
which carries off the victim in a short time. It
blunts the moral sense.”
It should be carefully
observed here, that total abstinence to u7z hubitiiul
dra~nlcurd would seldom ;f eve?-p m h c e the fatal
results which total abstiizeizce briizgs veyy fiepzie7ztly
to the coq%med Q ~ ~ Z smoker.
L P ~
Dr.Graves speaks thus :-‘‘ The effects of opium
D~%.
Graves.

* ‘‘ Chinese Recorder,” January,

1869, p. 2OC

1869, p. 151 ; February,
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smoking are, Physiologically, loss of appetite ;
emaciation ; a dull leaden hue. SociaZly, late
rising ; loss of time, from the recumbent posture
necessarily adopted vhen smoking, and from the
subsequent sleep ; expense, gradually exhausting
a man’s means, and driring him t o the greatest
shifts so as to satisfyhis cra-cing; such as neglect
of family, pawning clothes, and selling his children.
iVorally, testiness of temper, tendency to lS-ing,
duplicity, and trickerx ;-all are produced by this
habit. It differs from drinking habits in the
insidiousness pf its approach, and the difficult6 of
escaping its clutches.”
It is a melancholy and significant fact that the Cure of
opinm
cure of opium smokers is becoming a less and le:-‘ i 3 smokers
increasinghopeful task with medical men. I n the early daSs iSdiiiicuit.
of medical mission r o r k in China, numbers rere,
as it was believed, cured. 3 u t the tone of medical
men is altered n0w.l During the Fears lS69-70,
153 opium smokers vere receired and treated in
an Opium Hospital at Xingpo. They r e r e all
discharged cured ; but in eight months’ time, all
but two r e r e Latom t o have relapsed into their
old habits again.
I mention, tbhdly, the opinion of Xlsslonnries iii
Opiqion
of XissEongenerally. This e-i4donce may be set aside by some aries Ulust
not be igas that of bigoted partisans. But it cannot be nored.
ignored. Young missionaries no doubt receive
from their predecessors a hind of hereditary dislike
“

Chinese Becnrder,” January, 1869.

‘‘Soi-th China Herald,” April I, 1868.
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of the trade an6 of the drug; but it is an insult
to an intelligent and devoted body of men t o
suppose that that dislike, in its origin and in its
perpetuation, must be traced to blind prejudice
and partisanship.
Obligations
The merchants, a,ndconspicuously those engaged
of Missious
in t,he Opium Trade, have been liberal contributors
to xerchants.:
to works of Christian enlighteniuent and charity.
Dr. illorrison's elaborate and voluminous Chinese
Dictionaryvas executed a t the sole expense of the
Court of Directors of the East India Company.
Amongst the first Trustees of the ixo~~isolzEchcation Xociety for the benefit of the Chinese, v e
find the names of Launcelot Dent, Esq., President;
and William Jardine, Esq., Treasurer. The first
edition of the Chinese Classics, v i t h prolegomena,
commentary, notes, and new translation, by Dr.
Legge, of the London Missiow at Hongliong,
owes its existence to the liberal help of Messrs.
Jardine, Matheson, and Go.
Miasion.
The Opium Trade, moreover, opened China for
aries would
be glad t o Christian preachers ; and it ~ o u l dbe greatly t o
approve of
the trade, the advantage of Missionaries could they approve
were it possible t o do of the trade, and could they bring themselves t o
SO.
believe that opium is simply " a nutritious and
health-giving stimulant." Yet as a fact, the opinion
of these men, acquainted more 01% less with the
languages of China, moving amongst the people
day after day, and penetmting oftentimes far into
the interior, is absolutely una.lzinzous.
Their conOpium they consider a deadly evil ;positively and
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.liery exte%si?jelyi?$m-ious to the (%ilzese.

1 quote demnafion

of it nnnni-

but one from the opinions of all. Dr. Rilliamson, morn.
a laborious worker and indefatigable tra-oeller in
North China for the past ten years, writes thus,
under date August, 1873 :-<‘
Opium, mthout
controversy, does undermine the vealth, sapping
the physical strength and blighting the moral sense
of several tens of millions (to speak Tcithin the
mark) in this country; so its introduction v-as not
merely a sin, but a commercial mistake.”
Finally, I adduce the opinions of more gei2ei.d iv. General
nitnesses.
witnesses acquainted with Chiiza.
Mr. James Macdonald, F.R.G.S., in the course Xr. Xacdondd.
of a brochure on the proposed Nercantile Conrention of 1869, erentually rejected by the British
Government, after assuring his readers that he
knew more of Chinese family and domest,ic life,
and that in several provinces, than most foreigners
in his time, observes, that he believes himself
Within the mark in stating that if a Chinaman
above the class of labouring men has three sons,
opium will ruin at least one of them; aod that if
a native contracts the habit in youth he d l end
his life ten o r fifteen years before his time. He
quotes also from 31.Card’s article in the ‘‘ R e n e N. cmi.
des deux Mondes,” Jan. 45th, 1870 :-“ I do not
believe that there has ever been a more terrible
scourge in the world than opium. The alcohol
employed by Europeans to destroy sa-oages, the
cc

North China Daily News,” November 28th, 1873.

eo
plague that rm-ages a country, cannot be cornpared to opium.”
xr-xatheXr. Matheson, one of the original partners in
son.
the firm of Messrs. Jardine, Matheson, and GO.,
and ~ h left
o it from conscientious motives, says,
‘‘ OJiizmt c n m o t be co?iya~.edt o malt OT tobacco.
The only comparison Tvhich can be made is bek e e n opium smoking and drunkenness.” It is
not susteiitation and healthful enjoyment for mhich
the opium smoker seeks, but “ a trance o r partial
insensibility-a true species of drunkenness-the
habitual upsetting of the mental constitution.
Opium is txice as seducing as alcohol. Of those
v h o take alcohol not 1 in 100 are victims; of
those mho take opium scarce 1in 100 escapes.”
Opium
I conclude, therefore, that the evidence in favour
harmless,
theercep- of opium given above, though the honest opinion
tion.
Opiumiib- of honourable men, is yet evideizce ns to the excep,jurious, the
rule.
tion, ?lot as’ t o the d e . The testimony on the other
side is overwhelming.
The opinion of the Chinese, official opinion in
India, China, and England, medical opinion, and
that of the very highest order at home, the unanimous rote of Missionaries, whether medical or
otherwise, the press generally in China, and the
voices of not ai fern formerly interested in the
trade,’ unite t o demamcF: the opizm policy of Enp
* c< The China, Question.” M. C a r d had travelled in Yunnan and the south-west of Sze-ch’uen.
‘I See ‘‘ North China Herald,” April lst, 1868.
The Opinm Hospital at Ningpo alluded to above, cow
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rand as prodz~cti?;e of p e n t
i n j w y t o CI~ina.

aid

ez.ei.-iizci,easijzg B~itish

opinm
poiicy in its
results to

It has brought some millions of dollars to the
Chinese revenue ; but it has brought moral degra- IfYiice
dation and physical deterioration to millions of W
~
~
the Chinese people.
h d nom, briefly recapitulating,-if it be true Summnr~.
that England is in the main responsible for the
Opium Trade rc-itli China; if that trade v a s for
many years contraband, though carried on under
the British fIag ; if it x-as finally legalized through
the pressure of Far, and not by the Sriviug consent
of the Chinese ; if since its legalizatiou, along r i t h
pecuniary advantages t o the exchequers of India
and China, it has brought a stagnation of trade, ;t
relaxation of goyernmental and commercial enterprize, and a yast amount of moral and physical
evil to the Chinese people ;--What, I ask, is to l\%3t is to
be done ?
be done?
This question, invol-nng considerations of solemn
and imminent importance, I will briefly discuss in
my closing chapter.
transferred to Hangchorr, is supported by the a n o n p o n s coutribution of one formerly connected Rith the Opium Trade, an
mho has abandoned it from conscientious rnotires.

~

~

~

~

~
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CHAPTER IT.
REASONS FOR ACTION.

THAT IS TO BE DONE?

THEfollo-iving remarks by an anonymous correspondent of the <‘Chinese Repository,” in the
course of an otherwise thoughtfid and interesting
article on the Chinese Government, containing as
Objections. they do an objection mhich may be urged by some
i7~Zimine against the consideration of the question
nom before us, I quote here, but only to dismiss
them as unmorthy of such a theme. (‘What,” he
asks, <‘is to be done t o suppress the use or abuse
of opium ? To which we answer laconically, notlziTzg
IS it an
as 9.espects othem but persuasion and warning. A
affair for
legislaman’s conduct, as long as it hurts none but
tion ?
himself, is a business between himself and his
Creator, not an affair for earthly legislation.”
But does the opium smoker hurt none but himself? What of his family, what of his neighbourhood, what of the State? The nearer and further
rings of the circle in private and social life are all
The ana- agitated by this vice. I may remark here that in
logy of restrictive the United States very stringent measures are
legislation
a s t o t h e adopted to repress the vice of intoxication, and
spirit trade.
that these laws are sanctioned Fy the general BenWhat is t o
be done ?
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timent of a people exceedingly jealous of personal
liberty. I refer now to the general State lavs,
not to the Maine Liquor Lav. These restrictire
measures in the States generally are being increased
in severity. I n 1868 the tax on distilled spirits
7tas 50 cents per gallon. In 1872 it vas increased
to 70 cents. In 1864 the duties leried on imported
liquors were 2 dollars and 50 cents on brandjper gallon; on porter, ale, and beer in bottles
35 cents per gallon, and other liquors in proportion. In 1863 the duties vere made still
heavier. NOW,if this may be done in young and
free America, there is not much danger of break-ing
some high speculative l a v as t o personal libertj
by restrictive or prohibitory rules against opium
in old and despotic China, It is a subject for
legislation; and I remark, fist of all, that the
Governments of Great Britain and China must act coml)ined
action nein this matter, if action is necessary and practi- cessarr.
Gwracable. It is a Gocemnent pestion. It Till not Ainent
qnesdo for English or Chinese philanthropists totion.
inveigh against opium dealers any longer, n o r
that the revenues of their respective GOT-ernments
are ayovedly enriched by the trade.’
NOT, in the opinion of many of the most earnest TOOlate.
enemies of the trade, it is too Znte for Got-ernrnent
action. An ‘‘ Old Resident’’ in C b a , quoted
above, st$atesthat in his opinion “the remedy is
beyond the power of either Gorerment. r e r e
1 See letter t o Lord Palmerston from merchants o t Canton,
May 23& 1839.--“ Chinese RepositoT,” TGi. 32-35.
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the growt,h in India interdict,ed, it would be imported from other places or grown in China, a,nd
the present race of Chinese officials are too Teak
and corrupt to grapple v i t h the subject.”
Dr.Lord’s
Dr. Lord, American Consul at Ningpo, from
opinion.
Those cc Trade Report ” I have already quoted, is
of a contrary opinion. He combats, first, the
The
argument that the Chinese z~nntopium, with the
Chinese
zcanb
contrary assertion that the Chinese generally, not
opiuin.
excepting the opium smokers themselves in their
rational moments, would gladly vote for its annihilation. He notices, secondly, the argument that
The
they zciZZ. have it. Admitting that as long as it is
Chinese
roil1 have imported the Chinese mill take full advantage of
it.
that importation, he disposes of the argument by
These
refusing t o allom that were importation stopped
statements
refuted.
the Chinese would 9zecessnriZy grom it themselves,
They might do so to some considerable extent,
but (were that growth prohibited by the Chinese
Government) certainly not to anything approaching the extent required by the present rate of consumption. He notices, also, the means nom possessed by the Chinese f o r preventing smuggling in
The Cus- their admirable Customs’ service, protected as it is
toms serfrom fraud and peculation, and armed Tpith ample
vice.
pox-ers t o enforce promptly and safely all its reguWhy does Iations. And iu reply t o the retort, Why do not
not China
act ?
the Chinese then adopt some means for turning
back this tide of death ” from their shores T he
adds the significant hint of immediate bearing on
S h e w n t s my present subject, “perhaps china wodd do so

she
~ suficiently
6
enlightened nizd ejlcouragecz ~y light sa3
those ql(hhns whose interests, li1:e bel* o ~ c j ~c ~, a i i ~ ohelp.
~~i.
for the destrziction oj’ this p e n t ez.il.”
own impression is, that it is QZtitost too late
to apply a remedy; but that vith the rngentInstfiiit
action riLdemand for a remed?, the effort should be made, qnired.
11h r :.
and that immediately.
With the risk of some slight repetition, I remind my readers of the reasons v-hich caU f o r
prompt action.
(a) The e d , if evil it be accounted, is spread- (1: Tht:
pin.qur
ing with terrible q-apiclity. I n the cits of Singpo, sprq-dias
rapidly.
xith its suburbs, containing, according to the
Customs’ reports, a population of 115,000, there
are (by the information of four natire policemen)
about 2700 opium shops. The Customs$returns
are very largely under the mark ;and the ordinary
estimate of 400,000 inhabitants is probab1:- far
nearer the truth. P e t eren nith this large population the result suggested by these figures is
alarming. The frequenters of these shops are, as
a rule, confirmed smokers (and almost all of the
poorer classes), to vhom the drug is simply a
curse. And yet in this one city there is a den for
every 148 of the inhabitants. Cutting off threefifths for children, and halving again for adult
males and females, v e hare the rough estimate of
one shop for every thirty men.
This estimate is exelusire of S a y houses There
opium is sold wholesale ; fire of these conducting
a rery large business in natire opium. The e d
2

~

19
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is less in proportion in the country districts. TWO
neighbouring towns containing 10,000 and 30,000
inhabitants have only twenty-Eve and forty dens
respectively ; but many respectable shops sell
opium now, together with other goods, and these
are not included in the estimate. One small
village of only 100 families has as many as sixteen
opium dens, forming a centre for surrounding
villages, but corrupting and demoralizing that
particular village, of course, t o a great extent.
A city (Ngan-i Hien) in the south of the province of Shansi, is described by a recent traveller
as wholly given over t o this vice ; the business of
the day being carried on a t night by torchlight,
from the inability of the smokers to rise 2.
(2) 14 is a
(6) It is a poZit.icaZ question. Very early in the
question
ofpoziticaz century the Chinese government suspected that
bearing.
the importation of opium was a political stratagem. I n the <(ChineseRepository” of May, 1832,
I find the following item of Canton news :-<< Of
1000 men sent by the Governor of Canton t o act
against the rebels, the commanding officer has
sent back 200, rendered totally unfit for active
serrice by the habit of opium smoking.”
I n Choo Tsun’s Memorial on Opium, written
in the year 1836, he remarks :-‘( I n introducing
opium into this country, the purpose of the English has been to weaken the central empire.”
A writer in the cc Friend of India ” at the same date,
a

‘‘ North China Herald,”
“

April lst, 1868.
Chinese Repository,” vol. v.
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speaks thus :-<‘ One might almost fancy that the
trade arose out of some preconceived p l a n for stapefying the C h i i m e , to pnve the ecmy fo7 coqziering
the evnpiye, did we not know how predominant
the pecuniary passion is in modern nations.”
A Ghinaman quoted in Doolittle’s c c Social Life
of the Chinese,” vol. ii. 358, spoke thus:‘‘ The Master and Governor must intend to destroy
the nation. There is no other way of accounting
for the love of the Chinese for opium.”
“Ibelieve,” says Dr. WilKarnson, c c that had it not
been for the policy we took up in regard to opium,
the empire odd by this time hare been open from
end t o end ; so that the shortsighted policy of our
pioneers has left t o tsheir successors a crippled
commerce, and the malediction of a great nation.”
Notv the‘ exclusive policy of the Chinese existed
before opium was introduced; but any Chinese
politician mould rnaintain that if that policy required justification, the history of British opium
policy has supplied it.
It is, t o say the very least, a misfortune even
politically, that in our intercourse with China
during this century, opium has been ever in the
forefront; a drug which in C1iiiizes.e opinion, at
any rate, has injured the people and enfeebled
the empire. That distrust and dislike of foreigners, ~h~
Chinese
that unwillingness t o allow foreigners to take part antipdhy
in the introduction of f o r e i p improvements, which $!:itJ’-

*

Friend of India,” vol. ii. No. 87, August 25th, 1836,
c r North China Daily News,” November 28th, 1873.
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continue to this day, if not caused, ha-ve surely
been fostered by the opium policy of Great Britain.
The AuiliThe drav-nlsatt’leabout the Audience (for though
eucc.
tlllat Audience vas granted, it was held in a building set apart for the reception of vassals ; it was
held on a Sunday; the Emperor conversed in Mantchu, and through an interpreter; the Audience was
contemptuously ignored in the “Peking Gazette,”
and has been maliciously caricatured by Chinese
miters); this the result of thirteen years’ manceuvring at Peking, whilst mining, railways, and
inland telegraphs, are still stolidly opposed,-do
not these facts all point to a deeply seated distrust
and suspicion of foreigners ? The “peace policy”
introduced by the lamented Lord Clarendon, refusing t o put the pomer of declaring war in the
hands of the Minister at Peking, or the pomer of
demanding local redress in the hands of local
officers, cannot insure peace as long as the true
causes of irritation and suspicion remain.
warhas
The political atmosphere in China is h e a d y
not removed dis-laden with the mists and fogs of antipathy,
trust and
ciislilre.
enmity, and doubt. A thunderstorm, or a strong
keen wind, is required t o clear the sky. Twice
has the air been shaken by England’s artillery
~1.y
gene- demanding reparation for insult and wrong. Shall
row confessionof the minds of the Chinese be agitated and stirred
wrong.
for once by the news that England in magnanimous regret, offers to repair a great wrong, and
to check a great evil? Has she ever yet offered
any formal apology to China for the long years of
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her more than doubtful opium policy, prior to the
legalization of the trade ?
It is a .r.eZigiozbs question. Some may think that (3) It is :L
rdigiozt P
t h e introduction of Christian Missionaries equally questiou.
with the introduction of opium by the last treaty,
must be regarded as a calamity.
Christian Missions haye not seldom been the Ciiristian
11isaioiis
immediate cause of disagreements Kith Chine:.e tile M S ~
pditical
officials ; and, especially in the case of the French, of
troubles.
sharp retribution from the hands of naval and
military authorities has sometimes proved the
solution of such difficulties. But deeply as such
events are to be regretted and their recurrence by
e-rery fair means t o be obviated, the conclusion,
unfavourable to Christian Missions, drawn therefrom, is both incorrect and superhial. Incorrect,
-for mercantile complaints have been as frequent
as Missionary ; superficial,-for the true cause of
such troubles is to be sought, not so much in acts
of Xissionary indiscretion (though such acts ham
no doubt occurred) as in political antipathy.
The Chinese are a tolerant people; and until Political
antipatbv
Christianity shall have gained large and videspread the
of Xisfriumphs, opposition to the religion, as such, is not sion.iy
troubles.
t o be expected. Persecution of conTerts and insults
t o Missionaries are nov chiefly political, and but a
symptom of the suspicion entertained by the ruling
classes in China as t o the ultimate reason for the
presence of foreigners in the land. Remove, then,
this opium question out of the vay, by an act of
generosity, tardy though it be, and the effect

sooner or later vill be a decrease of antipathy, a n 3
thewfom CL di~ninzitionof Missionary t.r.ozlbles.
Besides, it must be remembered that Opium and
Christianity are not, as a matter of fact, placed on
an equal footing.
ChristianChristianity is described by Art. yiii. of the
ity praised.
Treaty of T’ien-tsin, as c 6 a religion mhicl inculcates
the practice of virtue, and teaches ,man to do as
he mould be done by.” Opium is introduced into.
the Tariff rules without note or comment. The
barely
Opiumtole- Chinese authorities did not say, neither were they
rated by requiyed to say, t’hat they were formerly mistaken
treaty.
in their estimate of the drug; that they nom
esteem it highly, as a nutritious and health-giving
luxury. It is admitted sullenly; perforce, and
without praise or blame.
Opium
It is surely fair, therefore, to argue that that
hinders
Christian- mhich is virtuous and charitable has and ever must
1ty.
have the precedence over that mhich is at best
lmich
unnecessary. And if the first is iqjured by the
shidl yield?
second, Christianity by Opium, it forms a fair
argument against the opium. This injury is incontestable. ‘< Missionaries from Great Britain
have not a fair field for their efforts in China,
Tohile the nation’s honour is stained by the cultivation of the poppy, and the manufacture of opium
under the immediate control of the Indian Government.”
Every Christian teacher and preacher is
aware of this obstacle. Rarely does a Chinese
crowd in city or country break up without this.
a

EdBin’s

‘‘ Religious Condition

of tho Chinese,” pp. 25, 26.
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taunt being flung at the preacher by some listener,
“ Who brought the opium?
Physician heal thyself! ” The easy and ready reply, “Tcrho
smokes the opium?” is sufficient to raise a laugh,
and often t o silence the opponent. But it is not
fair. “ Nay,” replied one thus argued with, a fev
weeks ago, “Nay, it is not true; you foi*ced it

in.”

The ability, therefore, t o say to the Chinese, The opium
trade
“this reproach is -wiped away, -re bring it no treasm
against
more,” -ivould, -without controversy, be the removal Christian
civilizaof one of the great stumbling-blocks in the may tion.
of the recept’ion of Christianity. ‘(_Fceiy act fhnt
temls t o Bi.ixg Cluistinnity iizto coibtempt is t ~ e n s o n
aglcii-nst the cirilixatiov, of the hzanaia mce.”
‘‘ To the English revenue of 762 millions, the
Excise on spirits alone contributed i€13,600,000.
To the Indian revenue of 48; millions, Excise and
What a
opium t o China ;Fielded .&L0,895,000.
commentary on the ci-dization in which England
rejoices, and is spreading in Asia.”
(d) England is a Christian country; and her (4) EUSland’s
hu7202b7 is closely wedded t o her Christianity. Lord ~ O ~ O Za tW
stake.
Elgin used noble vords : “ Chistian civilization .cpill
have to win its way amongst a sceptical and ingenious people, by making it manifest that a faith
vhich reaches t o heaven fivnishes better guarantees
for public and pi-kate morality, than one vhich

’

Debate on the Gates of Somnath, quoted in “Chinese
Recorder,” FebruaT, 1869.
* u Friend of India,” May 8th, 1873.

does not rise abore the earth.”
And this Great
Britain whose opium ’ policy we have been considering, professes this -very sky-aspiring faith.
Has public morality shone brightly through all the
intricacies and phases of that policy? That flag
“Which may sink on a shot-torn deck,
But never float o’er a slave,”

Ad noiD
DS never.

floated for years over opium clippers and receiving
ships engaged in a contraband trade. The
c c meteor flag of England,” ennobled and reconsecrated by England’s slave-trade policy, leads the
van by natural right in the work of emancipation.
It has been seen on the West and East coasts of
africa, and slarery has received its death-blow.
It bas drooped in sorrow and regretful pride,
folded round the coffin of Livingstone dead for
Africa. But not till some great act of reparation
has atoned for the past, can that flag float in pride
over Chinese waters as the representative of a
great Christian nation.
And now for all these reasons,-political, moral,
religious,-prompt action is required. A few years
more, and the opportunity mill have passed by.
Mr. Macdonald starts the theory that “ in less than
tmenty years China may possess a numerous fleet
of steamers, officered by Americans and French ;
and that then the instinct of self-preservation may
move the nation t o demand, and the Government
t o order, the total prohibition of opium. The
Cooke’s u China.”
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world mill look on vith applause at our being
checkmated in the far East ; our prestige in India
vill be shaken; and Tve shall at last pay the
Pendty for this, after slwery, the greatest crime
against humanity chargeable to the account of our
boasted Anglo-Saxon race." * 811 this ma1 be
treaetedas chimerical ; but it is more than probable
that China, though still plagued by opium, may Fez
require no longer the foreign drug. England Fill
perforce cease t o import it. She will ~ t h d r a v
from the trade with chagrin, vithout honour;
stained -with the doubtful deeds of the c e n t q ;
and vithout the least hope of retrieving her
honour before the eyes of this great Chinese
nation.
2. What fJiefz m i ~ be
t done ? I ansverWhat must
be done ?
(u) The two Governments of England and China (1)
tiate immust, ifpossible, act in coizcert, and the consent, of InediJtciJ-.
othei*Treaty Po-wers must be secured. Tentative
negotiations on the subject might be made immediately. Precipitate action on the side of India,
under the present circumstances of that country,
would Inflict there a serions blow, and n-ould
irritate without necessarily benefiting China. But
preliminary inquiry and suggestion need not be
delayed. It -will be a difficult task t o persuade the .kre the
English
Chinese of our honesty. They d take up andhollest:'
use against us our old retorts and insinuations.
And our present large gain &om the trade, ;J tlie
nrgtuizeTxt be used axd p e s s e d wifhoztt loss c$ fiiiie,
'g

The China Question."

By J. R. Xacdonald, F.B.G.S.

vi11 be a strong proof of disinterested honesty of
purpose.
Com1nisCommissioner Lin’s brief sketch of the means
sionerlin’s
planof
to be adopted for the extirpation of the evil may
action.
even yet be realized. 6 c We,’J he says, in his letter
to the Queen, ‘<wein this land will forbid the use
of it, and you in the countries under your dominion will forbid its manufacture.”
H~vang
A memorial of Hvang Tseo-tsze, President of
Tseo-tsze’s
plan.
the Sacrificial Court in 1838, suggests one year
of grace for Chinese opium smokers (a time quite
long enough for the abandonment of the habit by
all who are in any way curable) ; and he proposes
that after the expiry of this period, the severest
penalty of the Ian- should be inflicted on those
mho still offend. This old memorial in the hands of
a viqo7‘oxs Gorernment, and seconded by noiz-opiumsnzol;ing MaacilcAns, might yet be of use.
The o p i ~ n It must not be forgotten that there exists a very
inferesfiu
China very large and almost daily growing Chinese opium
strong.
interest. By the prohibition of the importation,
growth, and use of the drug, however ’high above
the hubbub may sound, as sound it will, the
approving verdict of the nation generally, there
will yet be a loud under-current of discontent, and
probably the outbreak of violence on the part of
the thousands of merchants and myriads of retail
dealers whose gains mill be gone.
Can we
But for Chinese honesty and efficiency we are
perform
our part? not so much responsible.
I s our part of t h e pro-

’ ‘‘ Chinese Repository,” vol. viii. pp.

11, and 497-593.
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gramme practicable ? I reply, $mt, that the vesy
numerous objections to the idea of the prohibition
of the gromth of opium in British India Wl,&j'lZt$jLd
f h e i y cotmterpnrts in the Itistory of the abolition of
the slnl;e-t;i*ade. I find in an article on Chinese Andoss
of
the slaveGovernment,in the "ChineseRepository " for Xay, trade.
1840, the following curious passage about opium :'' It has been said the remedy, then, is not nith the
Chinese, and if neither the East India Company
nor the British Government interfere the British
public must be appealed t o ; the cry of 'no
opium' must be raised, and made as loud as the
cry of ' no slavery.' Should it be so. Were even
English legislators to prohibit on moral grounds
the g-rov-th of opium in their possessions, and its
introduction by British subjects into the Chinese
empire, we h o s t - fkom experience That the result
v o d d be. The experiment has been tried Tnth srgu1l"o
-Lntiqnatetf
t,
the trade in slat-es. That trade has been abolished nEUg!atlci'S
siust
by Act of Parliament for uprards of thirty years. sl:lre-n:ic1s
poIicj.
It has been declared a felony since 1S16, punishable by fourteen years' banishment or fiye Sears
imprisonmeat. And r e are informed that thei*e
is as much (if not more) trading in dares, and
that of a more distressing nature than there vas
before all this was done." And the miter appears
to conclude that the e-d of opium d
lc u e itself;
until the demand cease3 the supply cannot be
stopped.
HOT obsolete are such arguments n o r ! Sir Sir Enrtle
Frere's
Bartle Frerc, in his recent Xemorid on the Snltan opinion.

of Zanzibar, remarks, c c Specious arguments haye
been urged for withdrawing from all attempts to
stop the slave trade, and ‘leaving it alone to cure
itself ;’ and o m cruisers have been charged TPith
enhancing the sufferings of the slaves by increasing
the difficulties of the passages. I am satisfied that
thei*e is n o t CL shadow of fozmdntio.iz foy the a7yLwzei~t. I never heard a single fact or argument
vhich mould justify the faintest hope that if slavery
or the slave-trade were let alone, they mould cure
themselves in any number of ages.”
Englaiid
NOT, who would be hardy enough to declare
has gained
riot lost by that British Slave-Trade Policy, her S20,000,000
her Emancipation
sacrificed in the West Indies, her West African
and SlaveTrade
squadron kept up for so many years at great
Abolition
polics,
expense, her recent expedition t o East Africa,
have been other than vastly beneficial t o the
human race, and mholly redounding to the honour
of the British flag? England, by her Emancipation Policy, has reaped bright honour and great
substantial advantages, whilst the human race at
large has been blessed.
mlnot
Is it not possible that objections to vigorous
gain. in the
endresult action in a reversal of England’s Opium Policy,
froin D reversal of
will be found eventually t o be equally specious,
her Opium
policy z
and the cry of alarm t o be equally groundless ?
( b ) I reply secondZy, that opium growing and
importation have, as a matter of fact, been prohibited in British territory already.
Thegrowth
sir Stamford Raffles, when Governor of Java,
of the
P O P P y ~ a s limited the importation to 300 chests (a large
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reduction), anCl mithout exciting hostlility on the been restricted,
part of the Javanese or creating smuggling.
nnd proThe cultivation of the poppy was prohibited in bibited.
Bengal by Reg. Ti. of 1799, see. 3, and in the
North-West Provinces by Reg. sli. of 180.3,sec. 2.
Lord Cornwallis, Lord Teignmouth, Lord Wellesley, and Lord Bfinto, c c circumscribed the produce
vithin the narrowest limits, confining the cultivation of the poppy to two of our provinces, and
actually eradicating it from districts where it, had
been previously cultivated. The gromth of opium
has been effectually discouraged in the Testern
Yresidency ; and in Sindh it has been prohibited.”
Is the same policy impossible in other parts of our
Indian dominions? 31al-cT.a opium, grovn in the
dominions of the Maharajah Hollrar, might practically be prohibited by an increased transit duty.
On the -caried and difficult questions connected the
HOWshall
deficit
vith the problem of restoring the revenue thus ofRerenue
be innde
cut off, and of compensating the T o t s for theup?
annual advance granted under Gorernment monopoly, I -mill not renture to enter into detail.
There mas an interesting letter from Xr. E. C.
Bowrain the “Times” of Dee. 20th, 1873, suggesting that the readations of the Treaty of 1558, by
rrhich the exportation of grain from China vas The e:port
trade in
prohibited, might, by judicious representation t o grain betaeeuIndin
the Chinese authorities, be relaxed in the interests and china.
of Bengal, Supposing this plan feasible, and the
mutual benefit of such a proposal ascertained, it
3 6‘

Parliamentary Papers on Opium,’’ p. 54.

must yet be borne in mind that the drought vhich
has been vithering Bengal extended to several of
the central provinces of China; and but for the
import of rice from abroad (one of the few things
mhich the Chinese readily admit to be an advantage
gained from foreign intercourse), prices mould
have risen probably t o half famine rates. Siam
also, China’s great foreign granary, is threatened
itself ~ t famine.
h
Droughts, as Sir Bartle Frere
observes, are like typhoons. But the resemblance
is not merely true as t o the periods of recurrence;
it is also true as t o the sweep of the famine storm.
A drought which has its centre in India is almost
sure to scorch China with the tail a t least of the
cyclone. Bo that vere India’s opium lands used
for grain, she might find at least as good a market
in China, as China in India, cceteris payibzcs.
opiumland
(e) I will remark further that opium is grozun
is grain
laud.
mot on some peculiar s o d suited oidy t o that W O ~ , but
that it moizopolizes the r i c h e s t and best grain, lands
os I?i.dia. The disappearance of the poppy, therefore, does not mean waste of land, but the utilizntion for food purposes of hitherto wasted land in
this respect. ‘‘ On the Tvhole,” m i t e s the s c Friend
of India” of Jan., 1873, “except in seasons of
famine in Upper and Central India, and in years of
extremely bountiful harvests in England, we may
Thezuzeat expect the zukeat trude to go on growing in a way
trade of
India.
t o benefit the peasants ;4 and a remark on mhich
* (‘The export of wheat through Calcutta rose in 1870-71
from 203,645 cwt. to 346,967 cwt.”--“Friend
16th’ 1873.

of India,’’ Jan.
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we ventured during the Crimean war may yet he
realized-the Doabs of the Korth-Test mapngross
the trade which has SO long enriched the great
plain of Southern Russia.” I n the same serial of
Jan. 30th, 1873, -re read that ‘‘ The j*ice h - r d e is .rile r;ca
constantly increasing, and ereiyth iizg sho dd t.:tT,ldt“.

done to del;elope it.” Rice exports to Great Britain,
the Continent of Europe, the Persian Gulf, and
British Colonies, show the follon-ing rates of
increase :1869-50.

1850-71.
Cwt.

10,614,644

16,087,813

Cwt.

1Sn-72.
Cwt.

18,311,255

1672-?3 (9 mo~ths].

Cvt.
15,692,34OS

In the North-West Provinces, ho-reT;er, v-hilst
sugar-cane and indigo continue t o spread, the
cultivation of rice shows a tendency t o decline.c
These remarks refer directly to the utilization of
the tracts nom- occupied b-y the poppy. But FFith
reference t o the general question of the resources
of the country, r i t h a view to the great shock and
strain resulting from the abandonment of the
opium trade, the tea t m d e of India, now but in its The :ea
trnde.
infancy or early youth, must not be omitted.
I n 1869-70 China sent 140,000,000 lbs. of tea to Great
Britzin.

$¶

India sent 15,000,000lbs.’

Sir R. Temple’s “Budget Xinnte.”-See

India,’‘ April 8rd, ‘873.
(I ‘‘ Friend of India,’’ May 29th, 1873.
‘‘ T h e China Question.” Macdonald.

’

“Friend of
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But the Indian tea trade is fast increasing.
The exports vereIn 1871

In 1872

.

.

. .
.

15,457,0001bs.
17,000,000 lbs.*

“India tea is as a rule far superior to that
made in China. It is hardly too much to saythat
20,000,000 lbs. of India tea are equal in teamaking power to 25,000,000 lbs. of average Chioa
tea.”
See Note E, Appendix.
Mr.~ n c - (cl) Nr. Macdonald recommends the Indian
donald’s
sclieme.
Government to renounce all further cultivation of
the poppy. ‘‘ The infamy,” he says, ( c has already
existed too long. Let the Gorernment start the
first year by imposing an export duty of 600 rupees
per chest a t Calcutta, as at Bombay, till it be seen
whether private cultivation increases the cultivation of opium in Bengal, or diminishes it.” He
advocates, in fact, the immediate abandonment of
the system of monopoly of cultivation on Government land. This would prove, however, a dangerous experiment, for it would lead almost inevitably to the consumption of the drug on a large
scale in India. “After this experiment has been
tried,” continues Mr. Macdonald, “ let the export
duty on opium from India be annually increased
at a regular graduated rate, calculated so to raise
the price as t o lessen the production several thousand chests a year. Thus, in the course of a
B~dget.”-‘~Friend of India,” April, 1873.
Produce Markets’ Review.”--“ London and China Express,” January 9th, 1874.
8

9

u Indian

6‘

generation the noxious trade might be reduced DO
very small limits, o r extinguished altogethey.:’ I
Kould venture to‘ hope that this estimate of time TOO long n
.titi‘c :;Iis too liberal. If natire opium is s o n - n unchecked lorreC~by
in china, and the Indian drug is thus raised in1iim*
pice, the Indian di-ug must soon be out of the
market altogether. If, on the other hand, the
Chinese Government is both Filling and able t o
concert plans for combined action, and if stringent
prohibitory edicts against nati-re growth and iznflce
m e of opium are issued and enforced, the foreign
drug vi11 also be at a discount: the plague may
last a generation before it is eradicated; but this
period is, I trust, unnecessarillr long for the estinction of this great blot on England’s honour.
The experiment as t o h o r far a rise in price of Opium districts imthe foreign drug -rill hasten the adoption of the perilled by
thedrought
native in preference, x-ill possibly receive an early
trial, for all the Gorernment monopoly districts
hat-e been in peril from the drought, save the small
portions irrigated by canals.“ I
Mr. Macllonalll dismisses the general question of
the deficit in revenue q-ith these words, “The
Indian serrice is not s o deficient in brains as t o
be unable t o devise means wiser than this opium
krade for making India pay the cost of its government .’’ S o m e d a t flippant language perhaps for
so momentous a, subject; but true, one rvoulcl
hope, nevertheless.
Vhether India is t o be gorerned ‘‘ as a farm or A problem
Cc

Times,” Nor. 14&, 1573.

t o b: solved

G
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bypafTiot- as an empire,’’
is118 and
sisestntes- 6nances is tto be
nnus11ip.

whether this great gap in her
made up by internal improvement
or by external commerce, or by the two naturally
combined, I Fill not venture t o dictate or suggest.
But now that the Income Tax is abolished in India
during times of peace, it mill require all the resources of wise statesmanship so t o regulate
taxation, should opium be abandoned, as t o refill
the impoverished Government Treasury without
in any way increasing the burdens of the already
heavily-burdened ryots, mho must be, in the transition of crops, losers t o some extent. The richer
classes, mho escape so easily by the abolition of
the Income Tax, must help liberally t o bear the
strain. The c c Friend of India,” when discussing
the Income Tax, speaks thus :-<‘ Direct taxation
is not pleasant, but looking at opium, periodic
drought, our military position, and the burdens
heaped on the agricultural classes, and the salt tax
on the starving labourer, can India do mithou6
it 2” 2
Tile practi.
But the really practical question is this : Has
cal question.
the trade in opium been productive on the whole
of benefit or of injury t o India and t o China?
IS the
kfy conclusion is, that it has been productive of
opiumtrnde
i+lious? great evil in the past, and that it is increasingly
Yeses.
injurious t o both countries. Is this conclusion
Ifsot~ierejust ? ISit sustained by the narrative and statisiiiust be
someinenns tics which I have brought formard in proof ? If
wlierelw t o
s~rando;lit. so the remedy cannot be far off.
(‘

Friend of India,” Jan. 6th, 1813.

(e) A moral obligation, Then $elcted ‘to a11d
acted upon, Till by the rery viigour of that actio11
create T a p and means ; or, by the sure Torking
of the moral government of the world, remedies
and expedients -vi11 spring t o light round the path
of the reformer.
Lord Elsin, vhen passing up the coast of China
on his vay to T’ien-tsin, r a s conversing r i t h n
-ivell-knovn Christian lady on the subject of the
opium trade. He expressed his opinion that of
two miZs legalization of the trade vas likely to be
productive of less injury than the continuation of
the contraband sale. “3Iy Lord,” vas the reply,
c c surely for a Christian c o u n t q there must be
some other alternative than the choice betveen
two moral evils.”

APPENDIX.
NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS.
Rote A.

Chinese
rtl.end n f d
hntperl of
Opium il-

Instmted.

NOTEA.-In illustration of the Ohinese viem as to the
physical and moral effects of opium I mention the following narrative which has reached me first h a d . ‘(A
Chinaman, who died recently, summoned his son before
him. This, said he, is my dying command t o you. Touch
not opium. If you smoke the drug, you may worship me
after my death, you may tend and beautify my tomb, you
way perform correctly and liberally all funeral and ancestral rites, but I shall take no pleasure in what you do, and
cnlaniity mill overtake yourself and the family. If, on the
other hand, you abhor and renounce opium, I can well
overlook and pardon negligence as t o my tomb, the sacrifices and offerings.”

Note B.--“ W e have reached an age i n which the proRalTotirs gressive invasion of spirits and narcotics is m invincible
in En@:ldnd fact, bringing with it results varying according to the
and Ask.
population; here obscuring the mind and barbarizing
beyond recovery; there fatally penetrating the foundations
of physicid life, and attainting the race itself.y’--Michelet,
quoted in t h e cr Edinburgh Review,” April, 1873.
hiote B.

&pi;+%

a d

r o t e C.
British es.
ports to
China decliahig.

Note C.-The Board of Trade Returns for December,
1873, show a serious falling-off again in the exports of
British and Irish produce and manufactures. Under tho
head of Cottoit iVmaufactvres we have t h e following corn-

parative table of statistics, for the t-selye mont3s ending
3 1 s t December :1871.
1872.
1
s
;
:
.
Yards.
TWdE.
Yards.
To Chins, and Hongkong 469,080,335 409,077,775
349;950,270
Qnotcd in cc London and China Express,” Jan. 9tb, 1874.

Note D.-Ny statement a s to the present condition of Sate D.
Tile Tiem
t h e opium trade vi11 not be complete vithout some sketch of tile
of the o$ciaZ view held in India on the subject. I give, Government of
therefore, extracts from Sir Richard Temple’s exposition Indi:t 011
of the Indian Budget, published April, 1873. ‘(For the the
Beveaue.
al@‘
year 1871-72 a surplus of 52,700,000 was expected, ozcing
i n i ~ i i ~ ltyo g a i n i n the o p i ~ i mtZepci7’tmeni. The surplus
actually amounted to mor5 thau t h e e millions. For the
year 1872-73 the regular estimate shows a surplus of
&1,334,000. The s~~~i?71is
is nttdnctable mniizly to gain iu
opiz~iiz. In the Budget ~7,700,000 were set down for
opium receipts, b u t in the regular estimate there appear
&8,677,000, or a, difference of nearly a million. Of the
increase mwre than one-third is in the 3Ialrra opium, the
revenue of which has amounted t o 52,614,700, a sum so
high us t o be almost withozrt precedent. The increase in the
Bengal opium is not oming t o the quantity, inasmuch as
the number of chests is fixed, under our system, to within
a very narrow margin; but oxing t o the prices rising
beyond the rate assumed in t h e Budget. (This statement;
is somewhat at variance r i t h that made 3y the ‘‘Times’”
Correspondent from official documents, in November,
1873.) It is not intended t o sell more than 45,000 chests
of Bengal opium i
n 7874; the estimate for Nalwa is
37,000, and an average total of 80,000 may b e expected
for the Chinese market. The surplus from the Bengal
crop, if any, vill be devoted t o forming a Teserz’e szpply of
chests on which me may draw t o make up the deficiency
of the harvests. The tendency of the last few months has
been slightly t o Lon& decline, and ih5 confillgency of a full
i7i p r i c e s mist be gziarded c-rgaimf.

M'e hare a surplus on the four years (1871-74 incluske) of more than six niillions. One main yeason has
Been the pi.Ospei.ity of the opitm receiiiie.
O P T m REVCNEE.
18'72-73.

1sn-72.
Actuals.
;E9,"3>859

Regular Estimate.
3S,677,000

lS73.74.
Budget Estimate.
37,500,000

OPIUX EXPERDITCRE.

(Advances to Ryots and cost price.)

1Si1-2.
Actnals.
21,596,6-16

lS73-74.
Budget Estimate.
e2,115,000

1812-$3.

R e p I a r Estimate.
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These paragraphs whilst they show that the Indian
Government are not unaware of the uncertainty connected
with the opium revenue, Set exhibit on the other hand
the very great importance which they attach to this source
of income, and their deliberate resolution t o preserve and
consolidate the trade. I confess that had it not been for
the ground over which, in the reviev of the trade, I have
been constrained to travel, I should have considered Sir
Richard Temple's Xinute in the light of a powerful argument i n favour of the morality and erceJJence of the trade.
I am now led to consider that document rather as a phenomenon of grave signi6cance. I s it not alayming that the
Government of India in Council shali congratulate themselves and bid the empire be of good cheei; because of
the prosperity of a trade which (to say the least) half the
Christian world condemns as immoral, because deeply and
widely injurious to the human race ?
Note E.

Note E.-with reference to the possibility of developing

~~~!~~
the tea trade of the country, I may

mention that the one

of Chekiang, in the green tea, districts, has not
one-hundredth part of the tea-producing land under cultivation; and yet from the port of Ningpo done, in the
year 1872, there was an increase of 10,000 peculs of tea

capabilities province
of China.

exported.

See

rr

Customs' Returns."
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